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A prototype expert system is designed to forecast the tropical cyclone related winds
that may be used to set Conditions of Readiness (COR) at Cubi Point, Philippines. One
set of rules modifies the storm position and strength forecasts to account for terrain
interactions while crossing the Philippines. A second set estimates the local winds given
the modified storm position and intensity.
Tests using an independent storm set indicate the terrain-modified positions are
comparable in accuracy to current Joint Typhoon Warning Center forecasts. However,
the reduction of storm intensity due to terrain is underestimated and the westward
translation of the storm is reduced too much. Finally, the conservative strategy of using
worst-case wind gust estimates also contributes to an overprediction of the local winds
and thus the COR. COR estimates are only 32% accurate, with a 95% capture rate for
winds over 35 kt but a 70% false alarm rate due to overforecast of winds under 35 kt.
More dynamic/statistical study appears to be required to refine the terrain-modification
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"The tropical cyclone constitutes one of the most destructive natural disasters that
afiects many countries around the globe and exacts tremendous annual losses in lives
and property. Their impact is greatest over the coastal areas...." (Elsberry et al., 1987)
Due to their destructive potential, accurate forecasting of tropical cyclones is of prime
importance to operational meteorologists. Efforts to improve forecasting capabihties
have resulted in the introduction of many statistical (e.g., climatology, persistence, ana-
log) and dynamical (e.g., National Meteorological Center's Moveable Fine Mesh Model,
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center's One-Way Tropical Cyclone Model) forecast
aids for operational use. These are all aids that support, but cannot replace, the skills,
reasoning and knowledge brought to bear on the typhoon forecast problem by the hu-
man forecaster.
As a forecaster observes tropical cyclones over a region for a period of time, he uill
develop a sense of how they behave. This intuition operates in a process similar to an
internal analog model and can include ideas about likely development areas and typical
precursors, predominant tracks, and the likely impact of a storm on local human activ-
ity. Additionally, he learns which forecast aid might be the most useful in a given situ-
ation for his geographic area, how specific local topography/geography might modify a
storm and its effects, and what consequences will result from issuance or modification
of a typhoon forecast. These factors are difficult, if not impossible, to include in the
currently used statistical or numerical models.
The expert system is a newly developed tool that is specifically designed to deal with
non-mathematical, conceptual information such as a forecaster's personal knowledge
and intuition. Expert system languages such as LISP or PROLOG are designed to use
a set of known facts and a set of rules to deduce new facts from which a conclusion ul-
timately can be reached. This declarative process allows for much more flexible com-
puter programs than are possible using procedural algorithms as in standard PASCAL,
FORTR.'XN or BASIC languages. Artificial intelhgence (AI) techniques easily handle
such practical problems as missing or contradictory inputs, and can be used to evaluate
all possible conclusions that logically follow from the given inputs. The main reason to
suspect the usefulness of AI in meteorology is this capacity to generate several possible
outcomes from a single set of data. However, this may simply reflect real situations in
which there is more than one arguably logical forecast.
The ultimate, and thus truly expert, system would imitate the human forecaster's
thought processes and thus provide a total tropical cyclone forecast. Such a system
would have to consider all the objective guidance, as well as any additional dynamic in-
formation on the environment's efiect on typhoons currently under study but not yet
included in models. Examples might include typhoon interaction with terrain, other
typhoons, mid-latitude or tropical upper tropospheric troughs, subtropical ridge or
monsoon surge, or the extratropical transition process (Sandgathe, 1987). Such a system
would also have to take into account the empirical rules of thumb based on the intuition
and observations of the human forecasters at least to the extent that they can be defmed.
B. THE NAVY TYPHOON PREDICTION PROBLEM
An expert system for typhoon prediction would be of particular use to the U. S.
Navy, which faces some pecuhar problems that are not necessarily encountered in the
civilian sector. These problems make it critically important that Navy forecasters have
available to them an accurate, well accepted aid to allow them to make confident, precise
and timely estimates of a typhoon's effects. An expert system could help reduce forecast
errors that could have strategic military consequences by providing the forecaster with
a "second opinion" that is based on a consistent set of logic.
The first peculiarly Navy concern with typhoons is that nearly all Navy personnel,
facilities and equipment operate in the coastal environment where typhoon damage is
most severe. Civilian populations can be spread inland where typhoon effects are at-
tenuated. In case of a typhoon strike, the entire Navy^ population of an area can be af-
fected. It is vital to Navy, and thus national, interests to know in advance what the local
effects of a typhoon will be since ships, docking facilities and naval stations will bear the
brunt of the storm winds, waves and storm surge.
The Navy must specifically worry about storm effects at sea. Typhoons can have
many serious effects on maritime operations, such as the damage or loss of ships and
injury or death to crewmembers. Less devastating, but still significant, are the tactical
effects of a typhoon. Ship and aircraft routing and task force integrity can be disrupted.
The winds and rain can interfere directly with sensor operation, as well as human effi-
ciency, which makes target detection and tracking difficult if not impossible. The
typhoon can ensonify the water through the action of wind, waves and rain to such a
degree that anti-submarine warfare efforts are severely disrupted, while the adversary^
submarine can maneuver and transit relatively unaffected by even the strongest surface
storm conditions.
Third, potential fiscal and political problems associated with Naval typhoon fore-
casts can cause great difficulty for the militan.' forecaster. The meteorological forecast
determines whether ships, planes and personnel must be evacuated, or if an entire base
must be secured and closed down until the storm passes. Either course can result in lost
or wasted man-hours of work, and the evacuation of a naval station or air base is ver>'
expensive in terms of fuel, administrative and other operating costs, which may deplete
the budgets of the organizations involved.
Unit commanders are reluctant to order these expensive actions unless they are sure
that they are prudent and necessary. This decision is the responsibihty of the area
commander, and is generally based upon the recommendation of his meteorologist.
Even when a forecaster recommends a certain course, the area commander may be un-
willing to fully act on that recommendation (LT Henr}' Jones, personal communication).
That unwillingness may be based on militar\' necessity or a lack of faith in the forecast.
A proven expert system acting in tandem with the forecaster and confirming his recom-
mendation might have the effect of strengthening that recommendation, and lead to a
more prompt and appropriate response by the area commander. Time, effort and money
could thus be saved through judicious use of a full-scale second opinion expert system.
Ideally, the pohtics of the military weather warning system would be reduced, along with
increasing the forecast accuracy.
The frequent turnover of personnel at the facilities is another unique problem in
military weather forecasting. Standard tour lengths for Navy forecasters are on the or-
der of two to three years. Unfortunately, it is not possible to keep someone experienced
in tropical meteorology in the tropics on subsequent tours of duty. On the contrary,
personnel are often sent to different environments to broaden their experience base.
This means forecasters have to learn about the pecuUar weather patterns in their new
area of responsibility while on the job. Inexperience of the forecaster may contribute to
bad forecasts. Furthermore, the frequent transfer of forecasters often represents a loss
of expertise in the form of forecaster intuition and empirical rules that were developed
during a tour, especially if these do not get passed along to the next forecaster. Such
knowledge can at best be lost only temporarily while the new person rediscovers it, or
at worst is lost permanently through this process.
C. THE EXPERT SYSTEM APPROACH
These militan' forci^ast problems might eventually be alleviated by advanced ver-
sions of the numerical prediction models. There are several reasons why an expert sys-
tem would be a useful addition to the current system of numerical models. Advanced
mesoscale numerical models are generally too complex and expensive to be appUed at
each remote forecasting site. Since versions of the AI language PROLOG are ver\' in-
expensive and can run complex algorithms on standard desktop computers, such a sys-
tem could be made available at both shore and ship meteorological offices. For example,
most Na\7 meteorological commands are already equipped with the Zenith Z-248
desktop computer.
PROLOG can be used to create an expert system that operates and interacts with
the user in plain English. Corrections and additions to the program can be incorporated
easily by local personnel with httle special training. The structure of PROLOG allows
for great program flexibihty, and the forecast algorithm can be written to include an
interactive mode.
Once standard knowledge and rule bases have been estabUshed, they remain in
place for use in the forecasting process. The system can represent the available know-
ledge from many forecasters, which allows standardization of the forecast output re-
gardless of who is generating the forecast. More importantly, as new knowledge is
gained by the human forecasters at a location, it can be easily transferred to the expert
system prior to the individual's departure, which will ensure that the accumulated ex-
pertise is not lost.
An additional benefit of an expert system is its usefulness as a training tool. To
speed the learning process for a new forecaster, various input conditions can be entered
into an expert system to illustrate the effects on the output forecast. The structure of
the A I languages allows the user to interact with the system to trace the reasoning from
the input information to the conclusion. This trace can include delineating what input
and stored facts (e.g., synoptic conditions, storm location and strength) were used and
what dynamical, statistical or empirical rules were considered. By seeing what data were
used and how the decisions were made in the different trial scenarios, a novice forecaster
can quickly get a feel for the local meteorological patterns as they relate to many tropical
storms. All of these considerations lead to the conclusion that an expert system might
be of great value to typhoon forecasting.
A I has already been applied to other meteorological forecasting problems with en-
couraging success. WILLARD (Zubrick, 1985) is an expert system to aid in severe
thunderstorm forecasting, and AESOP (Peak, 1987) was designed to forecast visibility
obscuration phenomena at sea. Peak (1987) points out that most expert system design-
ers believe that constructing a limited prototype is the best way to begin development
of an expert system, since it gives valuable information on the structure as well as the
feasibility of the final system. For example, the first version of AESOP was only a pro-
totype that illustrated a limited subset of its potential output.
The objective of this thesis is to produce a prototype of an expert system for the
meteorological aspects of the setting of typhoon conditions at N.A.S. Cubi Point,
Philippines. As indicated above, the setting of typhoon conditions requires consistent
and accurate meteorological inputs. However, just the accumulation of the knowledge
base in a convenient computer format for training purposes alone may justify the expert
system.
D. PREDESIGN DECISIONS
The prototype system for typhoon forecasting designed in this study will operate as
a stand-alone system, with the idea that it ultimately will become a small segment of a
total typhoon forecast system. The approach is to start with currently available forecast
guidance. After generating knowledge and rule bases and incorporating them in a
PROLOG algorithm (tliis process will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2), A I techniques
will be used to correct, or modify, the forecast for one or more of the seven types of
environmental interactions (Sandgathe, 1987) that are not included in the model forecast
guidance. These interactions generally have not been fully studied or analyzed, so the
rule base will include empirical and statistical rules rather than dynamical facts.
Of the seven interactions that could be modelled using an expert system, terrain
interaction was chosen for this feasibility study. This aspect of typhoon behavior has
been examined in several studies, including statistically (Brand and Blelloch, 1973, 1974),
numerically (Bender et al., 1987), and even in laborator}' experiments (Wu and Wang,
1983). The emphasis here is on collecting and organizing the knowledge and rules, and
writing the software rather than on generating the rules. This available knowledge on
terrain interaction should result in more rapid prototyping and feasibility determination
than from the other interactions listed by Sandgathe (1987) that have been studied less.
In addition, Nav7 forecasters are specifically reminded in the Cubi Point Forecasters
Handbook to "...be aware of the effects of topography in modifying tropical cyclones
when issuing forecasts and considering Conditions of Readiness", which emphasizes the
continuing relevancy of terrain effects on typhoons.
Finally, Turbo PROLOG! was chosen to be the language of the system. This lan-
guage is relatively simple to learn, can be commercially obtained for under SlOO, and
will run on any of the Navy's IBM -compatible desktop computers. While the Turbo
PROLOG version is missing some of the features of more complex versions, these
omissions are inconsequential compared to the advantages gained, such as ease of op-
eration and time saved in program development. Appendix A describes the Turbo
PROLOG language and logic system in greater detail.
1 Turbo PROLOG software is a copyrighted product of Borland International, Inc.
II. DEFINING THE PROBLEM
A. PROTOTYPE SCOPE
In general, a limited prototype is the first step in creating any large model. In the
case of a tropical storm prediction expert system, at least two fundamental factors make
this step a necessity. First, the phenomenon to be modelled is complex. Second, the
expert system concept needs to be validated for this application.
Due to the complexity of a tropical cyclone system, it would be impractical to at-
tempt to create a comprehensive model right from the beginning. A vast amount of both
empirical and dynamical information on typhoons is known, and this knowledge would
have to be collected and translated into a form useable by a PROLOG programmer. In
addition, the currently unknown factors summarized by Sandgathe (1987) need to be
studied and characterized before they, too, can be included in a model.
The second problem in developing a total typhoon forecast expert system is that it
has not been tried before. It is not yet clear if such an approach can be used, or if it can
prove useful to forecasters operationally. The recommended technique to test the expert
system concept is to get some limited version of the ultimate system programmed and
running as early in the process as possible, then to test and expand on it as the appro-
priate form for a useable algorithm becomes clear.
Given these considerations, a prototype system is a reasonable goal for this study.
However, the problem under study is complex enough that further restrictions are re-
quired to make it more manageable. Dealing with empirical and statistical rules for an
expert system rule base creates considerations not encountered in constructing a dy-
namical model, namely locational dependence. Whereas a dynamical rule obeys the laws
of physics and will apply at any location, empirical rules are different for the different
geographical areas. To defme the rule and knowledge base to be used in this study, a
specific geographic site had to be chosen.
The initial candidate for the prototype expert system was Taiwan. It was considered
on the basis of its distinctive, isolated terrain, and the frequency with which typhoons
occurred there. Also, there is a large body of published literature that deals with the
Taiwan-typhoon interaction problem numerically (Bender et al., 1987; Chang, 1982),
statistically (Brand and Blelloch, 1974; Wang, 1980) and even experimentally (Wu and
Wang, 1983). It was assumed that a large body of rules could be generated to describe
typhoon behavior around Taiwan based on the observations and results of these studies.
In addition to the rules available from published studies, direct input from the ex-
perts, the Western Pacific typhoon forecasters, were solicited in hopes of getting useful
but unpublished rules of thumb. It was assumed that such empirical rules have evolved
over time at each site, to be passed down from forecaster to forecaster. In a verv' early
attempt to collect this input, an interview with former Typhoon Duty Officer LT Henry
Jones indicated that Taiwan was not the best choice of a location for this prototype
study. The main drawback is the lack of access to local forecasters at Taiwan. The main
expert pool for this study consists of Navy forecasters, none of which, of course, have
ever been to Taiwan to do forecasting. Instead, what little effort Navy forecasters placed
on forecasting typhoon effects for Taiwan was done remotely from stations elsewhere in
the Pacific. There is no first-hand experience available.
Researching the literature for another likely candidate revealed that the Philippines
has been studied from a terrain-typhoon interaction perspective almost as extensively
as Taiwan (Brand and Blelloch, 1973; Jarrell and Englebretson, 1982; Sikora, 1976). Due
to the presence of a Naval Oceanography Command Facility (NOCF) at Cubi Point,
there is a readily available source of forecaster expertise. Thus, there is a readily avail-
able source of the empirical rules necessar\^ for a comprehensive expert system.
This prototype expert system hopefully will illustrate the usefulness of this concept
as an aid in the Na\7 typhoon forecasting problem, both operationally and potentially
for training. The U. S. Navy has considerable interest in typhoon forecasting for the
Philippines. To demonstrate system applicability in a Navy-related location, the Subic
Bay/Cubi Point complex was the choice for this study.
B. SELECTING THE GOAL
The next step in expert system generation is to define the goal of the system. As
described in Appendix A, PROLOG programs fmd all available answers to a given
question. This question can be included in the program if it is to be answered each time
the program is to be run, in which case it is referred to as the goal. Alternately, the
question can be input by the user at the start of each program run. Simply put, the
answ^er(s) to this goal or question correspond to the output of the program.
Defining the desired goal may be the most difficult portion of the programming
process. To come up with a concise, yet useful, goal requires a careful and complete
definition of the problem before programming starts, since it is most efficient to start
with some definite goal in mind. With a Hmited and well-defined goal established, the
rest of the program algorithm can be efficiently written.
Another consideration was that the expert system output should be in a form usefiil
to the operational forecaster. There are any number of possible outputs that could be
generated regarding typhoon-terrain interactions, let alone the alternate outputs from a
comprehensive typhoon forecasting system. The aim of the project was to come up with
a system that would mimic, albeit crudely, the forecaster's thought process. The system
should accept as many sources of input as possible and incorporate them into one simple
and concise forecast. The program should simplify the forecaster's task, rather than
complicating it by adding more information that he must merge with the data already
provided to him.
It was decided that a terrain-modified storm track and intensity were too complex
to serve as the primary output. Based on forecaster interviews (personnel communi-
cations with LT Henry Jones, LT Marsha Jones, CDR Herbert Colomb), it was decided
that the best way to characterize the typhoon eflect on a station was by the locally ob-
served winds (rainfall was not a variable under consideration for this study). This choice
would reduce the parameters of the output to one. The problem of a large range of
possible output values remained. Therefore, this goal was further reduced to include
only a discrete set of wind speed ranges to be expected at Cubi Point, rather than the
specific value of the wind speed.
This scheme of using discrete wind ranges was seen by forecasters in early interviews
as having potential. They pointed out that a form of this structure was already in place.
Whenever winds over 35 kt are expected within a certain period of time, a Tropical
Storm Condition of Readiness (COR) is declared by the area commander (Commander,
U. S. Naxy Philippines, COMUSNAVPHIL). Precautions to minimize damage based
on this condition are then taken. As the expected time until arrival of the maximum
winds diminishes, higher COR's are set (Table 1). It was further pointed out by the
forecasters that determining these COR's is the ultimate aim of local operational
typhoon forecasters.
The goal for this prototype expert system is then to provide meteorological guidance
for the setting of typhoon wind COR at Cubi Point This choice fulfills all the require-
ments for a good goal state. There are only four distinct possible responses to the query
about an appropriate condition. This guidance for setting the COR value can be used,
and its significance appreciated easily, by the operational forecaster without adding
complications to an already difficult forecast problem. The forecaster can then utilize
this "second opinion" in formulating the meteorological inputs to the setting of the COR
by the area commander, who must also consider strategic readiness, economic and hu-
man factors in his decision. Since it is this COR value alone that determines the prec-
autions to be taken, it has tremendous practical and monetary significance to Naval
operations.
Table 1. CUBI POINT CONDITION OF READINESS CRITERIA: Given the
time until expected arrival of potentially destructive winds, this table
shows the proper COR to set at Cubi Point based on local directives.
Time until arrival of winds over 35 knots Tropical Storm Condition of Readiness
over 48 h
24 h - 48 h
12h-24h





'•'Condition 4 is set continuouslv from 1 June to 31 December
Using the expert system to generate COR forecasts has another benefit as well. This
single parameter describes the ultimate and total elTect of all dynamic environmental
influences on the storm, at least with regard to how the result affects human activity.
This prototype system will only attempt to account for terrain effects on storm motion
and intensity, and on the resulting local winds. As more is learned about the other ef-
fects that determine how a typhoon behaves, this knowledge can be incorporated easily
into this expert system, since the goal will not need to be changed.
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III. GENERATING THE RULE BASE
A. INTRODUCTION
The general form of the program involves the data flow, rule base structure, and
input and output requirements. Although general decisions on these aspects of the
program are decided in conjunction with the goal selection phase, they are typically
modified continuously thoughout the program writing phase.
The structure in Fig. 1 is the skeleton for the program. The finished program is
much more complex than this figure indicates, and the terrain modifications of storm
intensity and position indicated can be accessed though several different program
options. However, this structure defines the rules needed in general terms, as well as
some of the input and output requirements.
Three main functions are to be accomplished by the program: (1) Given a storm
observation or forecast as input, generate a terrain-modified position; (2) Given a storm
observation or forecast as input, generate a terrain-modified intensity; and (3) Given a
terrain-modified or forecast storm position and intensity, determine the actual Cubi
Point winds and associated tropical cyclone Condition of Readiness (COR). Each of
these tasks requires a set of rules, either to prescribe how and when to apply terrain
modifications or how to determine the Cubi Point winds given appropriate input.
Sources (literature references are described below) for each of the three main rule groups
are indicated in Fig. 1.
Many rules involved in the final algorithm are not part of one of these three main
rule groups. These rules serve to manipulate the program data, do routine calculations
and control program flow. The next three sections in this chapter will deal only with the
translation of expert-derived rules into PROLOG. The other rules will be discussed in
Chapter 4 where a detailed description of the overall program will be presented.
B. DETERMINING LOCAL CUBI POINT WINDS
The first rule group involves determining the expected winds at Cubi Point given
the storm position and intensity. The sole source for the rules used in this study is Jarrell
and Englebretson (1982), who calculated statistical relationships between storm param-
eters and the observed winds at Cubi Point.
Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) use storm data from 1955-1979, and select all best
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Fig. 1. General program structure: Blocks indicate general data flow. Input and
sources for the rules are indicated. Output corresponds to the top block.
Typhoon Haven Study refers to Douglass (1975).
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were also collected corresponding to each of these best track data. These data were then
divided into a set for storms having an intensity greater than or equal to 64 kt, and a set
less than 64 kt.
Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) divide the 360 n mi domain into 71 equal areas as
shown in Fig. 2. The maximum (average of the highest 10%) and mean (overall aver-
age) ratios between the storm maximum wind speed and the observed sustained wind
observations was determined for each area segment for both strong and weak storms.
These ratio values were provided in tabular form and also as contoured plots. A key
assumption is that the maximum and mean ratios between storm intensity and observed
gusts can be estimated by multiplying the maximum and mean sustained wind ratios,
respectively, by 1.5.
The tabulated information from Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) used here consists
of segment number (1-71), segment center latitude and longitude, and segment maximum
and mean sustained wind ratios. A table is included for both strong and weak storms.
All 142 of these table lines are included as facts in the program hsting in Appendix B,
for example is''44,[ 13.3,115.9 ] .0.450,0.195). These facts then allow estimation of ei-
ther maximum or mean gusts or maximum or mean sustained winds given the storm lo-
cation and strength. The location of the storm relative to Cubi Point is used to
determine the appropriate segment and associated ratio values. A more detailed expla-
nation of how this process is accompUshed in the final algorithm will be provided in
Chapter 4.
C. INTENSITY MODIFICATION
The source for the rules determining storm strength modification is Sikora (1976),
who studied all tropical storms and typhoons that crossed the Philippine islands during
1959-1975. The 6 h average intensity values from 48 h prior to landfall on the
Philippines to 24 h after seafall into the South China Sea are plotted versus time. Dif-
ferent plots are included for storms north and south of 14.5°N and with strengths (av-
eraged over 24 h prior to landfall) greater or less than 80 kt.
The resulting four curves (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) represent the storm average intensities
versus time to/since landfall. The intensity changes represented by these curves are de-
rived from the straight line segments with endpoints as noted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The







Fig. 2. Segments used in maAimum and mean gust calculations: Outer radius is
360 n mi centered on Cubi Point. Segment areas are equal, dimensions are
not constant. (From Jarrell and Englebretson, 1982)
for each of the four curves. The results comprise the srrengih rules in the program (see
Appendix B).
These rules need input values of initial intensity, forecast interval being used, lati-
tude and time to/since landfall. Initial intensity and storm latitude defme which of the
four curves is appropriate. Then, the time to/since landfall determines the line segment
on the curve from which the slope is to be obtained. Finally, the modified intensity is
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Fig. 3. Average intensity profiles: Average intensity versus time to landfall or
since seafall for storms crossing the Philippines north of 14.5°N. Land is
between the limes. Marked points mdicate end points of straight line
approximations used in the algorithm. (After Sikora, 1976)
D. POSITION MODIFICATION
The rules that govern position modification are generated from Sikora (1976) and
Brand and Blelloch (1973). The modification process is divided into two steps. Along-
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Fig. 4. Average intensity profiles: As in Fig. 3. except for storms crossing the
Philippines south of 14.5°N. (After Sikora, 1976)
The along-track changes are a direct result of storm speed modifications. Trans-
lation speed modification rules were derived from Sikora (1976) in much the same way
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as were the intensity rules. Sikora (1976) generated five curves representing average
storm translation speed versus time to/since landfall for the cases of intense and weak
storms, both north and south of 14.5°N. The extra speed curve is due to an observed
bimodal distribution of weak southern storm speeds.
These five curves (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) are divided into approximate straight line seg-
ments at the points noted. The slope is converted into fi-actional translation speed
change per hour using the formula
1 S(t +At)-S(t)
^S (h ) = -—-— (3.2)
^
^ S(t) X At ^ '
This slope factor is calculated for each graph segment, and is then incorporated into the
program in the speed rules (see Appendix B).
The inputs of unmodified intensity, forecast interval, time to,' since landfall, latitude
and unmodified speed are required for the speed rules. Latitude and intensity (and
translation speed in the case of weak, southern storms) define the appropriate curve, and
landfall time determines the segment on that curve. From this segment, a modification
factor is calculated based on (1 + slope x forecast interval). This new factor represents
the ratio between the modified translation speed and the observed speed. Unlike the
strength rules, only this modification factor is returned, rather than the modified speed.
This translation speed modification factor is used to calculate a modified position
and a modified speed in the posit rule. The new position is derived based on the as-
sumption that any modification of the forecast storm translation speed must result in a
corresponding change in the along-track travel of the storm. The modified travel dis-
tance is found without first calculating the modified speed by using the modification
factor directly, such that
Mlat = Olat + Factor x (Flat - Olat)
Mlong = Olong + Factor x (Flong - Olong)
where: observed position = (Olat,Olong)
forecast position = (Flat,Flong)
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Fig. 5. Average translation speed profiles: Average translation speed profiles for
storms crossings the Philippines north of 14.5°N. Land is between the
times. Marked pomts indicate the endpoints of straight line approxi-
mations used in the algorithm. (After Sikora, 1976)
That is, the ratio of modified to unmodified storm travel distance (radial north south,
or east, west) equals the ratio of modified to unmodified speed, or the modification fac-
tor.
After the new position is calculated, a modified speed value is determined as the
product of the observed speed and the modification factor. It is not used in the iteration
in which it is developed, but may serve as data during subsequent iterations of the al-
gorithm.
The position modifications are not complete at this point since the north/south
component has yet to be included. The xtrack rules for this correction are derived from
Brand and Blelloch (1973), which is the original study describing storm parameter
changes during passage over the Philippines.
One aspect of Brand and Blelloch (1973) that has not been updated is their analysis
of apparent cross-track (or north/south for these westward moving storms) forecasting
errors (Fig. 7). The 18.3 n mi forecast error to the south for storm forecasts over land











Fig. 6. Average translation speed profiles: As in Fig. 5, except storms crossing
the Philippines south of 14.5°\. (After Sikora", 1976)
considered for this algorithm. Whatever the physical reasons may be for these errors,
including them in the modification procedure is expected to enhance forecast accuracy.
Translating the values in Fig. 7 into PROLOG rules starts by assuming that prior
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Fig. 7. Cross-track forecast errors: Average north/south forecast errors observed
for storms crossing the Philippines. Land is between the times. Negative
error indicate forecast too far south. (After Brand and Blelloch, 1973)
forecasts of 18.3 n mi is assumed for transit across the Philippines, and a total southward
correction of 14.1 n mi is assumed during the 24 h after crossing land.
It was necessar}' to ensure that the total correction is added to the forecasts no
matter how many forecasts occurred in the over-land or 24-h post-land regimes. The
solution is to allow the long-term average correction to equal the two appropriate values









The values on the right hand side of (3.3) are either a fixed constant or are detemined
by the input. Correction/transit is either 18.3 n mi or 14.1 n mi, and hours transit was
statistically calculated to be 13 h in Brand and Blelloch (1973). Although this figure was
updated in Sikora (1976), the original figure is used in the algorithm to preserve con-
sistency with the total correction figures, which were not updated.
The correction applied to a given forecast depends on the forecast interval and
where the forecast falls in relation to land crossing. If the forecast falls over land and
the forecast interval is such that the next forecast must occur over the South China Sea,
the entire 18.3 n mi correction to the north is added. If the forecast interval is such that
there is a chance that the subsequent forecast also will be over land, less than 18.3 n mi
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is factored into this forecast modification. If the forecast interval is longer than 13 h. a
check is made to see if the forecast was modified while over land. If not, 18.3 n mi is
included prior to the appropriate post-land correction.
It is important to note that the result of this method is a long-term average cor-
rection equalling the values in Brand and Blelloch (1973). However, many cases will
receive more or less correction over the time-iterated forecasts. In the second example
above (forecast interval less than 13 h), there is no possibility of a storm receiving a
correction of exactly 18.3 n mi to the north while over land. Consider a forecast interval
of 10 h. If one forecast falls within three hours after storm landfall, the next must fall
over land, sometime in the last three hours of transit, assuming a 13 h transit time as the
algorithm always does. Each of these two forecasts would be modified to the north by
an amount equal to IS."- n mi x (10/13), as in (3.3), for a total correction of 28.2 n mi.
If the initial forecast is not in the first three hours over land, but in the next seven hours,
there would not be any possibihty of another forecast over land. While the appropriate
correction is 18.3 n mi, the correction here would be 18.3 n mi x (10/13), or 14.1 n mi.
The total correction applied averages out to exactly 18.3 n mi because the relative
probabilities of the two events cancels out the over- and under-corrections. The chances
of the over-correction occurring is 30% (the forecast must be in the first 3 h of a possible
10 h), while the under-correction occurs 70% of the time. Thus, the total average cor-
rection applied in the long run is 18.3 n mi x (0.7 x (10/13) + 0.3 x (20/13)) = 18.3 n
mi.
This correction is applied after the along-track position correction discussed earlier.
Once the magnitude of the north south correction is calculated based on forecast inter-
val and storm location with respect to seafall, it is added directly to the once-modified
latitude as degrees north or south.
E. CLIMATOLOGICAL STORM TRACKS
Sikora (1976) presented five climatologically preferred storm tracks around the ter-
rain of the Philippines (Fig. 8). To enable a user to determine the effects of a given
storm following one of these paths, a set of rules defming the paths was written.
The first part of the definition process consists of generating the equations for the
different tracks. The slope and intercepts are calculated using the path segment
endpoints and assuming surface curvature effects over this small area are insignificant.
The southern three paths each have a bend, so two sets of values are calculated. Given
















Fig. 8. Climatological storm tracks: Chart showing the climatologically preferred
typhoon tracks across the Phihppines. SoHd lines indicate primary' tracks,
dashed indicate secondar\' tracks. Number of cases averaged to generate
tracks is indicated beside each. (From Sikora, 1976)
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Second, the true heading along any segment of the paths is calculated using the same
assumptions. These values will be used to extrapolate a new path position given an old
position and a storm travel distance. Along with the equations for the path points, these
headings constitute a set of paih rules in Appendix B.
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IV. THE PROLOG ALGORITHM
The typhoon prediction algorithm in Appendix B initially asks the user to input a
storm observation, including date and time, position, intensity, translation speed, and
current Cubi Point winds and COR. Then, the main menu is displayed, with several
options available (Fig. 9). The sequence of events initiated by choosing each option
will be explained below. Although general terminology will be used to outline program
operation, Appendix A should be read prior to this chapter to ensure familiarity with
basic PROLOG concepts.
A. UNMODIFIED FORECASTS
Option I from the main menu initiates the sequence in which COR and local winds
will be predicted without modification of the user input storm forecast position and in-
tensity. This option is useful for comparing terrain-modified with unmodified pred-
ictions, or as a training aid to illustrate the effects of various storm locations and
strengths. The user is asked to input these forecast data, which are redesignated as the
modified forecast to generate data similar to that of the other options.
A call to the condition rule is then made. Condition first fmds the maximum sus-
tained winds expected at Cubi Point by accessing the ts or tc facts described in Chapter
3 for storms over or under 64 kt in intensity, respectively, as derived from Jarrell and
Englebretson (1982). The program generates a list including all of the 71 segments
whose centers are within 80 n mi of the storm position. Because no point in any segment
is farther than 80 n mi from the segment center, this ensures that at least one segment
will be in the list. The closest segment center to the storm position is then found from
this list. The storm intensity is multiplied by the maximum gust ratio for this segment
to get a worst-case estimate of the gusts at Cubi Point for the forecast time. The con-
dition rule then calculates the time interval from the observation time to the forecast
time. Based on the strength and time until arrival of the winds, the appropriate COR
is determined from Table 1 and displayed. These data are stored for a later summary
display of the entire run.
At this point, a second menu is displayed that lists the available options based on
the original input data that are still in memory (Fig. 10). Option 2 will be explained in
the next section. Option 1 can be repeated with a new forecast, or an iterative process
can be initiated by selecting Option 3. This option saves the original observation time
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Will you want to:
1) Determine COR based on your unmodified forecast,
2) Let the program modify your forecast and pick the condition,
6) Extrapolate observation along the closest statistically
preferred path across the Philippines,
7) Extrapolate observation along a user chosen preferred path,
or 9) Exit the program?
Fig. 9. Program main option menu: This menu is displayed immediately after the
initial storm observation data is input at the start of a program run.
input and bases COR forecasts on the interval since this time. The previous forecast is
then redesignated as an observation and the program asks for a subsequent forecast in-
put from which further predictions are generated as in Option 1.
Following the selection of Option 3, it is assumed that the unmodified forecast iter-
ation process will be continued until the user is satisfied uith the results. The only
options available on further iterations are Option 3 and Option 9 to terminate the run.
Appropriate ending conditions are a lack of further forecast input, forecasts that are
outside the 360 n mi area around Cubi Point where the algorithm is not valid, or when
the peak COR has been reached and only condition four is expected from subsequent
forecasts due to weak winds or forecasts beyond 48 h.
B. MODIFYING FORECASTS
Selecting Option 2 from the main menu (Fig. 9) allows the user to apply all of the
terrain modification rules to the input forecasts. After the original forecast is input, the
modifyJ'orecast rule is called to control the modification sequence.
The difference between the input observation time and forecast time is accessed.
Using the input translation speed and assuming westward motion, the time to/since
storm seafall is calculated, where seafall is defined as the time the storm crosses the
120.3°E longitude line if north of 14.5°N or the 122.0°E line if south of 14.5°N. If this
time plus the average time for storm crossing based on latitude and storm strength
(north: intense, 7.4 h; weak. 9.1 h; and south: intense, 26.4 h; weak, 18.4 h, from Sikora,
1976) indicates the storm has crossed onto land, the user is asked whether the average
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Will you want to:
1) Determine COR based on your forecast.
2) Let the program modify the forecast and pick the COR,
3) Replace the observation data with your forecast and input
a later forecast,
or 9) Exit the program?
Fig. 10. Secondary menu (after choosing Option 1): Example of the menu dis-
played showing the program options after Option 1 has been selected
from the main or a secondary menu.
storm strength over the 24 h prior to landfall was greater than 80 kt. If the storm has
not reached land, the average strength is left unknown.
Next, modifyJ'orecast modifies the storm intensity using the rules described in
Chapter 3. Forecast position north or south of 14.5°N and intensity and time to/since
seafall are checked. If the strength is input as known, the appropriate curve for intensity
modification is chosen. If the intensity is unknown, the weak storm curve is selected
since it involves the smallest reduction in intensity and results in a worst case estimate
of modified intensity. The modified intensity is then calculated as described in Chapter
3.
The modifyJ'orecast rule then calls for the modification of the position and trans-
lation speed based on the observation intensity, translation speed and latitude using the
rules described in Chapter 3. At this point, all modifications to the forecast fact have
been accomplished to generate the modified forecast fact, and the position, intensity and
translation speed of both are displayed for comparison. The COR appropriate for the
modified forecast is also calculated and displayed.
A new menu then appears (Fig. 11). Option 2 can be repeated using a new forecast,
or an analog to the iteration process of Option 3 that now includes terrain modification
can be selected by choosing Option 4. In this case, the modified forecast is redesignated
as the new observation, and the subsequent user input forecast is modified as appropri-
ate using the methods described above (see Fig. 12). Option 4 can be repeatedly se-
lected, with the same procedure being followed each time. The COR's are based on the
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interval from the initial observation time until the most recently input forecast. Option
4 does not allow the position modifications to be accumulated, so the modified forecasts
will always be ver\' close to the forecasts. This turns out to be ideal for testing the al-
gorithm (see Chapter 5). but is not practical for forecasting since the storm position
forecasts are never modified significantly for terrain effects.
The third option available after initially selecting Option 2 is the modified-
persistence option (Option 5), which accumulates the full effect of the terrain modifica-
tions. Since Option 2 must precede Option 5, the program already has in memory the
original observation, forecast and modified forecast. In Option 5 (Fig. 13), the heading
and distance between the observation and the modified forecast is calculated and ex-
trapolated to a new persistence-based forecast position. The previously modified fore-
cast is redesignated as the observation, the new persistence forecast is modified for
terrain effects and the resulting COR is displayed. Option 5 can be repeated until ending
criteria are achieved. The only inputs that are needed are the initial observation and the
first forecast required in Option 2. The remainder of the resulting storm track and the
COR's predicted from it are solely the result of the cumulative terrain-induced modifi-
cations to a persistence track (see Fig. 13). The Option 2/Option 5 combination is de-
signed as the primary forecast tool provided in the algorithm.
C. CLIMATOLOGICAL TRACKS
Options 6 and 7 in the main menu (Fig. 9) are very similar in that they both force
the storm forecasts to He along one of the five climatologically preferred storm tracks
shown in Fig. 8. The storm intensity and translation speed are modified for terrain ef-
fects as above, but the positions must he on one of the preferred paths. The dilTerence
between the two options lies in how the path is chosen. Option 6 selects the closest of
the five paths to the input storm position. The closest path is based upon the
north/ south (latitudinal) distance from the observation to each path. Alternately, Op-
tion 7 allows the user to select any one of the paths for the subsequent calculations.
Once the path is selected by one of these methods, the input latitude is shifted di-
rectly north or south to the chosen path. The forecast process is then identical to that
described previously. A forecast position along the chosen path is generated at a dis-
tance equal to the input translation speed times the forecast interval. All parameters of
this forecast are modified for terrain effects as appropriate, but the modified position is
again moved directly north or south to he on the path. Then the position, intensity,
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Will you want to:
2) Let the program modify the forecast and pick a COR,
4) Replace the observation with the modified forecast and input
a later forecast to be modified,
5) Generate a persistence plus modification track with no
forecast inout,
or 9) Exit the program?
Fig. 11. Secondar}' menu (after choosing Option 2): Menu that is displayed
showing available program options after Option 2 has been selected from
the main or a secondary' menu.
translation speed and COR are displayed. The process is repeated using Option 8, which
bypasses the path selection process.
These options are particularly useful if there is any reason to suspect a storm will
follow a particular path around the Philippines terrain. In the future, rules may be
generated that will allow the program to make this decision internally. Also, different
paths can be examined for the same storm observation to determine the different effects
on Cubi Point.
D. EXITING THE PROGRAM
Choosing Option 9 at any point terminates the program run. A display recaps the
results of each step accomplished, including the time, position, intensity, Cubi Point
winds and resulting COR based on the forecast positions (Fig. 14). From this display,
trends in storm parameters can be analyzed. The recommended COR to be set at the
time of the initial observation will be the highest one achieved during the run.
At this point, the user has the option to save the summar\' display on floppy disk.
This feature can be useful when comparisons are desired between runs based on succes-
sive operational inputs that are separated by 6 h, or between different options for the
same storm. The user is prompted to input storm and run type identification, and the
results are stored in a PROLOG file for later retrieval.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the Option 2/Option A procedure: Schematic showing tlie
relationship of the original forecasts and terrain-modified forecasts in
Options 2 and 4. Storm track before terrain influences are introduced is
from Obs "N" to Fcst "N". Forecast track is along dotted line. Modifi-
cations are indicated by dashed arrows. Track including modifications is
along the solid hne. Terrain modifications do not accumulate. This is the
procedure used to test intensity and speed modifications (see Chapter 5).
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Fig. 13. Illustration of the Option 2/Option 5 procedure: Schematic of the re-
lationship between the input forecasts and the terrain-modified forecasts
in program Options 2 and 5. Segments between Obs "N" and Mod "N"
is copied from Mod "N" to Fcst "N+ 1". Terrain modifications are indi-
cated by dashed arrows. Forecast track segments are along dotted lines.
Fmal track including terrain modifications is along the solid Imes. Inten-
sity, translation speed and position modifications are allowed to accumu-
late. This is the procedure used for testing position modifications (see
Chapter 5).
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ELLEN Option 2 5
Time Dav Lat Long Inl Speed Gust Resulting Condition
600 12 13.20 120.00 40.00 12.30 99.00 Current TC cond.
1200 12 13.81 119.33 41.96 11.76 49.90 condition 1
1800 12 14.34 118.73 44.02 11.25 53.10 condition 1
13 14.78 118.18 46.18 10.75 23.18 condition 4 (winds)
600 13 15.15 117.70 48.21 10.28 24.21 condition 4 (winds)
1200 13 15.44 117.27 50.32 9.82 25.26 condition 4 (winds)
Fig. 14. Post-run summary display screen: A typical example of the screen at the
termination of a program run via Option 9. Each line represents the
forecast generated durmg one program iteration. Initial line is observa-
tion data. 99.00 kt is a place-holder only. Program recommended COR
is the highest achieved, in this case condition 1. If the interval from the
initial observation to a forecast is greater than 48 h, the Resulting Con-
dition column indicates "condition 4 (time)". Gust values are the maxi-
mum wind gusts expected given the storm position and intensity.
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V. TESTING THE EXPERT SYSTEM
A. DATA SET
To test the prototype expert system algorithm, a subset of the storms that occurred
in the western North Pacific is selected. The first criterion is that each storm must have
come within 360 n mi of Cubi Point so that the forecast aid for wind estimation of Jarrell
and Englebretson (1982) will apply.
To test the various functions of the algorithm separately, a set independent of the
data used to derive the relationships in this technique is needed. For example, Jarrell
and Englebretson (1982) used the most extensive data set of the three papers (all storms
from 1955-1979). Therefore, the second criterion is that only storms in 1980-1987 are
considered for the test data set.
The personnel at the Naval Oceanography Command Facility (NOCF), Cubi Point,
provided a comprehensive summar\' of storms affecting Cubi Point. The summar\' con-
sisted of working positions for all storms from 1970-1987, as well as hourly wind and
gust observations for the 49 h centered on the time of each storm's closest point of ap-
proach (CPA) to Cubi Point. The maximum pre- and post-CPA winds were included
as well. See Fig. 15 for an example of the relationship between each of these winds.
Unfortunately, local winds were not included for TY Ike and TS June in 1984 and TY
Andy in 1985, which were therefore omitted from the sample.
The independent sample storms need to conform to the same requirements included
in the source papers for the tests to be fair. The most restrictive of these is in Brand and
Blelloch (1973), who analyzed the effect of terrain on non-recurving storms only. They
only included storms that did not dissipate over the Philippine Islands, and that at some
point reached typhoon strength. Further, Sikora (1976) dealt only with storms that
travelled east to west over the Philippine Islands.
In choosing storms that meet all of the above criteria to generate a valid independ-
ent test sample, consideration has arbitrarily been given to the most recent storms first.
In addition to typhoons, tropical storms that meet all criteria (except for reaching
typhoon strength) are included in the test set. Results are analyzed with and without
these weaker storms to determine the sensitivity of the rule base to storm strength. A
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Fig. 15. Relationship bet\>een >vind types: Hourly winds and gusts are from
logged observations, and correspond to mean sustained winds and mean
gusts. Peak winds are also observations taken in the 24 h prior to and
after storm closest approach to Cubi Point, and equate to maximum
gusts. Predicted winds and gusts are calculated each 6 h and represent
maximum sustained winds and maximum gusts.
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Verification data included in situ wind measurements for Cubi Point during storm
passage obtained fi-om NOCF Cubi Point weather logs. Best track and best intensity
storm data were taken from the 1984-1987 Annual Tropical Cyclone Reports (ATCR)
published by the Naval Oceanography Command Center/Joint Typhoon Warning Cen-
ter (JTWC). Post-storm analysis positions, intensities and speed errors for the 24, 48
and 72 h forecasts issued each 6 h by JTWC are available from computerized JTWC
error files.
Table 2. STORMS USED TO TEST ALGORITHM: Table listing storms chosen
as test sample. Criteria include: east-to-west Philippine crossing, within
360 n mi of Cubi Point, not recurving or dissipating over the islands, and
classified as typhoons. Tropical storms are included in some tests. TY
= Typhoon. STY = Super Typhoon, TS = Tropical Storm.
1984 1985 1986 1987
TY Ike TY Hal TY Nancy TY Betty
Ty Agnes TY Tess TY Pegey TY Cary
STY Dot TY Ellen TY Lvnn
TY Faye TS Georgia TS Maury
TS Ida STY Nina
TY Marge TY Phyllis
B. GENERAL TEST PROCEDURES
Since this study is the first to combine tropical cyclone information using an expert
system framework, each aspect of the algorithm is tested separately. The objective is to
determine any suspect areas in the rule base so that better rules can be generated to in-
crease the overall accuracy of the algorithm.
The system accomplishes four main tasks. The first three tasks involve the modifi-
cation of a forecast to generate a terrain-modified position, maximum intensity and
translation speed forecast. The fourth task generates the expected local Cubi Point winds
based on the distance to the (terrain-modified) storm location and maximum intensity.
C. WIND SPEED ESTIMATES
1. Test Procedure
The first and simplest test is to examine the algorithm derived from Jarrell and
Englebretson (1982) that estimates actual Cubi Point wind speeds given the storm lo-
cation and intensity. This test is done with the actual location and intensity rather than
the terrain-modified values, which are evaluated separately below.
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Program options I and 3 are utilized for this test. As these options were ori-
ginally designed to provide maximum expected gust speeds (maximum gusts) from un-
modified forecast data, no changes to the operational version of the program were
necessary. Instead of inputting storm forecast data, 6 h best track and best intensity
values are used. Given this "perfect" input, an assessment of the validity of applying the
Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) rules to generate wind and tropical cyclone Condition
Of Readiness (COR) estimates can be determined. Since Jarrell and Englebretson did
not eliminate tropical storms from their data base, the three tropical storms in this
sample (Table 2) are included.
From the Cubi Point weather log data, wind gust measurements taken during
the hourly observations are available, if observed, for the time period from 24 h before
to 24 h after storm CPA. Extracting the winds at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC (when storm
data are available) gives at least eight winds (nine in the cases where CPA was noted at
one of these times) per storm passage for comparison to program forecast estimates.
2. Wind Speed Results
Four types of winds may be predicted by the forecast aid. namely maximum and
mean gusts, and maximum and mean one-minute sustained winds. To generate a
worst-case scenario, the algorithm was designed to return values of maximum expected
gusts, although a simple conversion using a 0.67 factor can be applied to get maximum
expected sustained winds. However, output that most closely matches that which is
logged by the observers in Cubi Point is the mean one-minute sustained winds and mean
gusts (personal communication with LT Cecil Johnson, Executive Officer. NOCF Cubi
Point). This difierence will naturally make comparison difficult. Several types of com-
parisons will be conducted to determine the effectiveness of maximum gust or maximum
sustained wind predictions for estimating actual wind values.
A summary of the errors incurred in predicting the wind speeds is shown in
Table 3. Notice that forecast times and intervals are not involved since the wind cal-
culations are on based on a series of nowcasts using best track storm center and best
intensity data for the estimates. The values in Table 3 were calculated using the fol-
lowing formulae:
A'
Ave. Error Magnitude = -tt- / | XI (6.1)
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Ave. Error Bias = — / X (6.2)





where X = Predicted - Actual wind.
Table 3. WIND PREDICTION ERROR STATISTICS: Magnitude, bias and
standard deviation calculated for difierences between predicted wind type
values and observation values. Several prediction options are compared
to observed gusts and sustained ("Sust") winds. Bottom row indicates
optimum results achieved when a statistical tuning factor is included in the
predictions.
Comparison between Average Average Average Sample
Error Error Error Size




Max Sust (all) Hourly Sust (all) 16.3 16.1 16.5 127
Max Sust (day) Hourly Sust (day) 15.7 15.4 10.5 60
Max Sust (night) Hourly Sust (night) 16.8 16.8 10.6 67
Max Sust Hourly Gusts 10.3 7.4 8.7 73
Max Gusts Hourlv Gusts 20.6 20.1 14.5 73
0.28-Max Sust (all) Hourly Sust (all) 4.4 -1.3 3.8 127
The average error of 16.3 kt when comparing predicted maximum sustained
winds to the hourly sustained wind observations (Table 3) indicates that the worst-case
estimates from the Jarrell and Englebretson algorithm seriously overpredict observed
gusts. The fairly large positive bias indicates that most of the average error occurs from
an overestimation of the actual winds. The high standard deviation shows that there is
a large randomness factor in the estimates as well. In summary, most of these differ-
ences can be attributed to the use of a worst-case estimate of maximum sustained winds
from the Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) statistics versus mean winds observed on the
hourly intervals. The maximum ratios only apply in the worst 10% of all storm cases,
and even in those cases they would not necessarily predict the maximum winds occurring
during the hourlv observations.
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Since the actual local winds are measured in the boundary layer and might be
subject to diurnal efTects, the estimates and observed winds are divided into day and
night groups. Observed winds at 00 and 06 UTC (08 and 14 Local) were designated
daytime, and 12 and 18 UTC (20 and 02 Local) were designated nighttime. The results
in Table 3 indicate only ver>' slightly better results for the well-mixed daytime and only
slightly worse results in the nighttime compared to the overall figures. However, these
differences are not significant and do not explain the bias. This is not too surprising,
since Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) used data from all times in deriving the figures used
in generating the rules.
Comparison between the predicted maximum values of sustained winds and
observed values of hourly gusts (when available) were conducted (row 4 of Table 3).
The predicted maximum sustained winds show a much better correlation with these
hourly gusts than with the hourly sustained winds. This improvement is attributable to
a reduction in the overprediction tendency simply by comparing the predicted values to
the hourly gust values, which by definition are larger than the hourly sustained winds.
As with the previous comparisons there is a high standard deviation in these results.
The most critical test of the algorithm rules involves the comparison between
the program predicted maximum gust speed values and the observed hourly gusts when
noted. The results of this comparison (row 5 of Table 3) indicate a serious overpre-
diction bias and a significant error magnitude of 20.6 kt. The bias is also evident in
Fig. 16.
Recall that Jarrell and Englebretson (1982) derived ratios between the observed
sustained winds at Cubi Point and storm maximum winds (see Chapter 3). Due to the
maximum sustained wind values being serious overestimates as noted, a tuning factor
that minimizes the error magnitude in this sample by converting maximum sustained
wind estimates to mean sustained wind estimates was calculated independent of the
mean ratios in Jarrell and Englebretson (1982). The statistics associated with this opti-
mum factor of 0.28 are given in row 6 of Table 3. Notice that the optimum factor re-
duces the average error magnitude by half, while also reducing the bias magnitude and
the error standard deviation. The optimum factor will not be incorporated at this time
since the data set includes no storms that produced winds in excess of 35 kt at forecast
times. Accuracy above the 35 kt value is more important than below it, so a sample
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Fig. 16. Scatterplot indicating »ind forecast errors: Predicted wind is maximum
gusrs expected at Cubi Point generated by the algorithm using best track
position and intensities. Actual winds are hourly gusts at Cubi Point
taken from wind observation logs.
The results in Table 3 are expected due to the selection of the worst-case max-
imum gust ratios from Jarrell and Englebretson (19S2), and they do not indicate a fun-
damental weakness in the program. While there is only a poor correspondence between
the program predicted wind values and the hourly observations, largely due to the use
of the maximum wind ratios and the variability of winds at Cubi Point given similar
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large-scale storm conditions (personnel communication with J. Jarrell), the program is
not necessarily inaccurate overall. Certainly the results indicate more study into the lo-
cal winds is needed for this phase of the program to be more accurate, but the main
function of the program is to estimate the appropriate COR for Cubi Point. COR is
based on the maximum expected winds, which correspond to the peak observations (see
Fig. 15), but rarely coincide with the hourly observations. However, direct comparison
between program maximum gusts and observed peak winds is only possible when the
peak wind occurs within one hour prior to a 6 h best track data time. For the test storms
used, this only happened one time (TY Phylhs post-CPA peak of 14 kt coincided with a
predicted value of 9.1 kt). Therefore, comparison with the peak winds recorded will be
done in the position modification section, when overall COR predictions will be gener-
ated instead of wind values for specific times.
D. INTENSITY AND SPEED MODIFICATIONS
1. Test Procedure
To test the validity of the terrain-induced intensity and storm speed modifica-
tions, program options 2 and 4 are used (Fig. 12). These options were originally de-
signed for operational use and were only shghtly modified for testing. These options
require an observation and a forecast of storm location, intensity and speed. After
modifying the forecast for terrain influences as appropriate, an expected COR value is
generated. Then, this modified forecast information is redesignated as the new obser-
vation, and the subsequent forecast is input for modification. Thus, the final terrain-
modified track derived from these options is always tied to the input forecasts. That is,
the position modifications are not allowed to build up. Although this is not appropriate
for an operational forecast, it is ideal for testing terrain-induced intensity and translation
speed modifications separately from the position modifications.
It was initially assumed that intensity and translation speed modifications would
have to be tested separately. However, the results are identical when both modifications
are tested because the minor speed modifications induced by terrain effects cause corre-
spondingly minor changes in the time to/since storm crossing into the South China Sea.
As indicated in Chapter 3, it is this time to/since seafall that determines how the intensity
is modified, and these minor speed changes rarely changed the seafall time categor>' with
respect to the unmodified translation speed case. Thus, speed and intensity modifica-
tions can be calculated simultaneously.
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The technique starts with one best track position and intensity as an observa-
tion, and uses the next as the forecast. After this forecast is modified as appropriate, the
position modification is removed and it is redesignated as the next observation. Subse-
quent best track positions, intensities and translation speeds are used as further "fore-
casts" as the procedure iterates (see Fig. 12). It is critical to note that the intensity and
translation speed estimates are the result only of continuous modification of the original
observation values.
To test all possible combinations of the input, separate test runs were done on
all storms in the data set in Table 2 using each best track data point within 360 n mi
of Cubi Point as the initial observation. This was done with all best track data points
that allowed at least a 6 and 12 h forecast to be generated within the 360 n mi radius.
The final number of test runs generated by a given storm then depends on the speed and
path of the storm through the area. For example, TY Nancy remained within 360 n mi
of Cubi Point for only 24 h, or five best track points, while TY Gary provided 96 h of
data, or 18 best track points.
Translation speed and intensity modifications were compared with the JTWC
errors calculated for 24, 48 and 72 h forecast intervals for all storms. Only two of the
18 storms in the test sample (TY Phyllis and TY Carv') were in the Philippines area for
72 h or more. This constitutes too small a sample for meaningful statistics on 72 h
forecast accuracy. Therefore, only the comparison with the JTWC 24 and 48 h error
data are presented for magnitude and bias of the intensity and speed forecast errors.
Only the JTWC errors for forecasts that matched the test forecast verification times were
utilized, which ensures that this is a homogeneous test.
2. Intensity and Translation Speed Modification Results
For these results, intensity and speed values are the result of a series of terrain
modifications on the original best track intensity and speed, given the best track posi-
tions. Ideally, the modifications should reflect the changes in intensity and translation
speed as the storm approached and crossed the Philippines. The only exception is ex-
pected to be the first (6 h) forecast, which will be wTong anytime modifications occur,
since the "forecast" using best track data is accurate.
The results of these tests are summarized in the graphs in Fig. 17 through
Fig. 20. There are two graphs each for intensity and speed to illustrate the differences
caused by the inclusion to the three tropical storms that were available (see Table 2)
The studies that the intensity and speed rules were derived from excluded any storms not
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reaching typhoon strength, so the "typhoon only" set of results theoretically should be
more accurate. That this is not the case indicates (based on this limited sample) that
tropical storms can be forecast using the algorithm.
Intensity forecast statistics in either case (Fig. 17 and Fig. 18) show program
error magnitude increasing with forecast interval as expected with any forecast. As
surmised above, there does appear to be more than expected error at the 6 h forecast.
The intensity bias is monotonically increasing positive with increasing forecast interval,
indicative of a systematic overforecasting of storm strength.
Error statistics derived from the corresponding JTWC 24 and 48 h forecast in-
tensity error data are included in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. JTWC intensity error magnitudes
are 25° o lower than the program forecast errors, although the standard deviation in both
sets of statistics is high enough that this difference is not significant at the 95% confi-
dence level based on the two sample difference test.
JTWC intensity error bias values for 24 and 48 h forecasts are positive in either
case, with the 48 h forecast value being larger. This indicates that, as in program results,
JTWC intensity forecasts tend to be uniformly too high. This supports the idea that
some factor affecting intensity over the islands is being overlooked by the program rules
since they do not correct this tendency.
Translation speed errors also show a general increase in magnitude with forecast
interval (Fig. 19 and Fig. 20). The exception in either case is the apparent increase in
48 h forecast speed accuracy relative to the 42 h forecasts. However, this apparent im-
provement is not statistically significant at the 95°/o confidence level. The JTWC 24 and
48 h translation speed forecast errors are again 25% below the program errors for cor-
responding forecasts. Due to the high standard deviation on both JTWC and program
error magnitudes, the di.Terence between the two error sets is not statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level.
The bias of the translation speed error statistics is more complex than for in-
tensity errors. Forecast speeds are increasingly too high out to 18 h, decrease to nearly
zero at 30 h, and continue to decrease until forecasts are significantly too slow for 48 h
forecasts. JTWC speed error bias values are very nearly zero in either case at both
forecast intervals, although the 48 h value is lower than the 24 h value, similar to what
was noted for the program data. Thus, there is no systematic speed error in the JTWC
forecasts as there is in the program. Clearly, the origin of this systematic error in the
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Fig. 17. Intensity forecast errors (TY and TS): Intensity error statistics as a
function of forecast interval for the entire test set of storms compared to
error figures calculated for a homogeneous set ofJTWC forecasts.
A possible explanation for the intensity and speed biases might involve condi-
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Fig. 18. Intensity forecast errors (TV only): As in Fig. 17, except using data only
from those storms in the test set having a typhoon classification.
interact with the Philippine land mass at some point during these intervals. This is not
necessarily the case for the shorter forecasts, however, which might include only over
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Fig. 19. Speed error statistics (TY and TS): Speed error statistics as a function
of forecast interval for the entire test set of storms compared to error fig-
ures calculated for a homogeneous set ofJTWC forecasts.
water conditions. It is possible that the rules used to modify the storm characteristics



















Fig. 20. Speed error statistics (TY only): As in Fig. 19, except using data only
from those storms in the test set having a typhoon classification.
storm interacts with the islands. Thus, the error magnitudes and biases indicate that the
storms are predicted generally to be more intense and slower moving than observed.
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These uncertainties would be in addition to the normal errors that would build up as the
forecast interval increases.
In light of the accuracy of the JTWC translation speed forecasts, it might ap-
pear best to remove program modifications in this area. It must be recalled though that
the test input speed values were derived directly from the best track positions, and would
not be available to the operational user of the program, who would have to get speeds
from the available forecast products.
E. POSITION MODIFICATION
1. Test Procedure
This phase of the testing is to determine the overall accuracy of the terrain-
modified position forecasts. While it is possible to force the algorithm to accept a cor-
rect, unmodified position while testing the translation speed modifications, it is not
possible to generate position modifications without including translation speed modifi-
cations. This results from the assumption that a modified speed of advance over a
forecast interval must result in a new forecast position. In particular, modifications to
the forecast speed provide the along-track portion of the position modification. The
position errors derived in this test procedure will need to be analyzed in conjunction with
the translation speed error statistics generated in the test procedure described above.
Program options 2 and 5 are used for this phase of the testing (Fig. 13). For
testing, option 2 requires sequential best track position and intensity data as an obser-
vation and as a "forecast", and modifies the latter. Option 5 then uses the course and
distance from the first observation to the modified forecast position to extrapolate a new
forecast from the previous one, and modifies this new forecast. Subsequent forecasts
are generated in a similar manner using the two previous modified positions. This
process generates a storm track that is connected by the input data to the best track only
at the original observation.
As in the intensity and speed modification testing procedure, the position mod-
ification test is run on all storms using each best track positions that generate at least a
6 and 12 h forecast within the study area as an observation. Error statistics include
north/ south, east/west and total forecast error with respect to best track positions.
Comparisons are made with a homogeneous set ofJTWC 24 and 48 h forecasts.
2. Position Errors
Predicted total and component position error magnitudes are displayed in
Fig. 21 for the case of typhoons only (no significant differences are found when tropical
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storms are included). As expected, all of the error magnitudes increase steadily as the
forecast interval increases. Notice that the total error is mostly due to north/south er-
rors through 12 h, and mostly due to east/west errors for forecasts beyond 36 h.
Program north south and east/west error bias figures are charted in Fig. 21. It
is interesting to note that although there is an increasing north/south error magnitude,
there is no systematic bias in this predominately cross-track direction. However, a large
bias is found in the east/west, or along-track, direction, especially for forecast intervals
greater than 24 h. This results from the slow speed forecasts, wliich cause position
forecasts to be too far to the east for these westward moving storms. The speed bias for
less than 24 h forecasts is neghgible, so some other factor must be responsible for the
east/west errors in this time range.
The corresponding JTWC 24 and 48 h total position errors are included in
Fig. 21. At 24 h, JTWC total error is slightly greater than that of the program, while
JTWC is more accurate at 48 h. xMost of the gain in accuracy in using the program at
24 h comes from more accurate along-track prediction. As noted earUer, the program
accuracy in along-track prediction suffers due to erroneous speed modifications beyond
this time. Thus, the 48 h forecast advantage of JTWC is due to the inaccurate along-
track forecasts at this time interval that the program produces.
3. COR Predictions
This phase of the testing most closely resembles operational use of the program,
i.e. forecasts are generated solely on the basis of a current observation and one, albeit
perfect, 6 h forecast. Therefore, the resulting COR values were examined to indicate the
overall accuracy of the algorithm. While no hourly surface wind observation was over
35 kt, six cases occurred in which the peak winds recorded in conjunction with storm
passage exceeded this value.
It is assumed that the highest COR predicted in any portion of the forecast re-
presents the appropriate COR to set at the observation time. By comparing each of the
best track observation times with the peak wind times recorded in the NOCF Cubi Point
wind logs, the appropriate condition that should result from that observation can be
determined. Comparisons of the predicted COR's with the appropriate wind settings are
tabulated in Table 4,
A total of 47 of the 145 COR forecasts (32%) are correct. As indicated by the
overprediction tendencies for wind estimation and storm intensity predictions noted in
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Fig. 2L Position error statistics (TY only): Program prediction and JTWC total
forecast error, and program component position errors for all typhoons
in the test set. Program bias curves are included.
values. This bias is not surprising, since as mentioned earlier, the maximum ratios were
chosen to generate worst-case estimates for the winds at Cubi Point. The reasoning was
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that it is better at this early stage in the development of the expert system to overforecast
the COR in order to capture as many of the actual occurrences of 35 ki wmds as possi-
ble. Comparing the number ol' predictions of COR 3 or higher with the total number
of cases where COR 3 or higher is appropriate from Table 4 results in a 95% capture
rate. This means that in 95"'o of the cases in which 35 kt or greater peak winds were
observed, the algorithm also indicated 35 kt or greater winds in conjunction with storm
passage. The predicted time of arrival of these winds may be inaccurate, contributing
to the low oNerall COR accuracy percentage, but the magnitude of the w^inds is correct.
Table 4. PREDICTED VS. APPROPRIATE COR SETTINGS: Comparison of
appropriate COR settings, based on peak winds logged in conjunction with
tropical cyclone passage, and program predictions. Total cases overall and
for each appropriate COR are indicated along the bottom of the table.
Actual COR
1 2 3 4
1 13 11 6 54
Predicted 2 1 2 4 16
COR 3 4
4 2 32
16 13 10 106 Total
= 145
The price to be paid for achieving this high capture ratio is in the percentage
of false alarms, when winds are erroneously predicted in excess of 35 kt. Due to the
choice of the maximum gust ratios for wind estimation, 70*^ o of the cases that did not
produce winds over 35 kt were falsely predicted to merit COR 3 or higher. Thus while
the vast majority of the cases in which potentially destructive winds occurred are de-
tected by the algorithm, much time and resources would be wasted protecting Nav>' as-
sets from nonexistent destructive winds if the algorithm were the only input into the
setting of COR's.
F. CLIMATOLOGICAL TRACKS
Options 6 and 8, and 7 and 8 will not be explicitly tested for this study. These
options allow forecasts of local Cubi Point winds and COR assuming that the storm
follows either the closest, or a user chosen, climatological track over the Philippines,
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respectively. It was determined that all sources of error involved in using these options
that could be tested had been examined in the test procedures described above.
There are four possible sources of error that affect the accuracy of the climatological
track options. These error sources are errors in determining the climatological tracks,
errors in estimating storm travel along these tracks, errors in estimating storm intensity
and errors in computing the resulting local winds at Cubi Point
As mentioned earlier, these cHmatological best tracks were taken from a study by
Sikora (1976). The details on track derivation and estimates of their accuracy must be
based on information from that paper. It is beyond the scope of this study to reanalyze
the tracks, so the working assumption is that they are accurate.
With this assumption, the only three potential sources of error remaining (intensity,
speed and wind estimation) are identical to the potential error sources involved in the
other options. These aspects of the program will be thoroughly tested since the appli-
cation of the modifications in the climatological track options is identical to that of the
other options. The only difference is in how the ground track of each forecast is deter-
mined, and for these options they are assumed to be correct. Therefore, the error sta-
tistics collected through the other options apply equally to the climatological track
options.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A summar\' of the error magnitudes of both the program results and of JTWC
forecasts is included in Table 5. These results shows that the prototype program can,
given perfect input, produce results that are comparable with those of the current official
position and translation speed forecasts. Any errors in the working position and inten-
sity data available to the forecaster should increase the program errors, although the
actual effect has not been studied.
Table 5. ERROR MAGNITUDE SUMMARY (TY AND TS): Summar\ of major
error statistics for program tests. JTWC forecast errors for a homogene-
ous test set of storms are listed when applicable. Official Cubi Point COR
settings were not available.
Error type Program JTWC
24 h speed (kt)





24 h intensity (kt)





24 h N S (n mi)
24 h E W (n mi)
48 h NS (n mi)









24 h total (n mi)





Local gust forecasts (kt) 20.6 N/A
COR accuracy (%)
Capture rate (winds > 35 kt) (%)







The program returns local wind forecasts given actual storm position and intensity
that are too high on average. This error is due to the comparison of program estimates
of maximum expected gusts with hourly recorded values that are most like mean gusts.
Another source of error is the high standard deviation in the values of the gust ratios
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calculated by Jarrell and Englebretson (1982). The introduction of rules based upon an
expanded study of the ratio between storm strength and local winds can reduce these
errors if the standard deviation in the study can be reduced below the Jarrell and
Englebretson (1982) values.
The program predicts erroneously low storm speeds beyond 24 h that are reflected
in 48 h position forecasts too far to the east. This error seems to result from inappro-
priate application of the speed rules based on Sikora (1976). Either the storm variability
in the region is too high to allow application of the mean speed values, or the sample
used to generate the mean profiles is too small. These errors may be corrected by further
study. If the error in the program results remain with an updated rule base, it is likely
that empirical rules will be required to ensure proper apphcation of the speed rules.
The north/ south correction added in the algorithm to forecast storm position is ef-
fective, in the sense tha' no north/south bias in the modified positions is noted. This
indicates either appropriate application of the correction, or that the correction is simply
too small to be significant compared to the north/south component of the speed cor-
rection.
Program intensity forecasts are in general higher than the post-analysis intensities.
This is also the case to a lesser degree for corresponding JTWC intensity forecasts. This
similarity is not surprising since JTWC forecasters use the Sikora (1976) study when
making forecasts for storms in the Philippine region (personal communication with LT
Mark Gunzelman). The improvement noted by JTWC intensity forecasts over the pro-
gram results then is due to the human discretion and experience involved in JTWC
forecasts that is not yet included in the expert system.
As explained for the speed errors earher, the source of the errors in the program in-
tensity forecasts may be the result of an erroneous application of, or an underestimate
of, the errors of the Sikora (1976) intensity profiles. A wider-based study and/or em-
pirical rules to allow better application of the modifications are required.
The program position forecast error at 24 h actually exhibits less error than the
JTWC 24 h forecasts. Program accuracy diminishes out to 48 h where JTWC forecasts
are more accurate. The main source of the program error beyond 24 h is the erroneously
low translation speed estimates, which cause the position forecasts to exhibit an easterly
bias.
Finally, when all modification factors are combined to arrive at COR recommen-
dations, the results of this limited study are only 32% accurate. The vast majority of the
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erroneous recommendations indicate an overforecast bias, since the maximum expected
gust values were used for the predictions. This bias was included deliberately to ensure
that the program would not underforecast the COR in cases when potentially destructive
winds actually occur. The capture rate is thus a ver>- high 95% for those cases where
35 kt winds actually were observed. However, there is a correspondingly high false alarm
rate of 70% when cases not justifying COR above 4 were improperly forecast by the
algorithm.
B. AREAS NEEDING IMPROVEMENT
The prototype program is more accurate for forecasting position than storm
strength or translation speed, even though speed errors directly contribute to position
errors. Position forecast accuracy and the accuracy of the COR estimates lead to the
conclusion that even with these errors, the prototype algorithm is useful.
Intensity and translation speed forecast errors seem to have no easy explanation.
If the algorithm is correct, then the results of the previous studies that formed the rule
base do not appear to apply to this sample. This may indicate that more must be
learned about terrain influences on storm parameters. An interim solution to the in-
tensity overprediction problem could be to include a correction factor to reduce program
generated estimates, since the trend is always toward overprediction. However, this
would lead to more errors due to underforecasting the COR values than occurs pres-
ently.
A similar solution is possible to correct the uniform overprediction of the Cubi Pt.
local winds. However, this option would also enlarge the bias towards underprediction
of COR's and is based solely on statistical rather than physical reasoning. This tech-
nique of incorporating a correction factor would not be useful in correcting the trans-
lation speed errors since there is no distinct trend over all forecast intervals. For all of
these reasons, it is preferable to await further study into the dynamics of terrain-tropical
storm interactions before improvements are attempted in these areas.
Another possible interim solution to the intensity forecast problems is to eliminate
this section altogether, and use only the JTWC forecast intensities as issued, since they
are 25% better than the modified estimates. Alternately, some combination of the two,
such as applying modifications only in certain cases, could prove useful. More study
into the physics would help decide on the best method to employ and how best to im-
plement it.
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The data set was adequate for the test procedure. Although storms that cause local
winds at Cubi Point over 35 kt are fairly rare due to the excellent protection offered by
the local terrain (Douglass, 1975), six such cases were included in the data set. One
improvement might be to deal with a larger sample of these more dangerous storms to
get a better idea of how the algorithm handles these cases which are more significant in
terms of human activity than those with lower winds.
To reduce the false alarm rates in those cases where no destructive winds occurred,
gust ratios other than the maximum should be studied. An optimum balance must exist
between a high capture rate and a low false alarm rate that will result in predictions of
COR that provide an acceptable level of protection without an unacceptable level of
unnecessar}' expense. The average gust ratio, for example, may provide this balance.
Finally, one fundamental weakness in the prototype program can be improved upon.
As originally envisioned, the expert system was to include rules obtained from expert
forecasters, such as empirical rules derived operationally by Typhoon Duty Officers. In
the prototype, the main emphasis was on generating a working product based on avail-
able rules from the literature. Therefore, the rules are more numerical and statistical
than empirical. Although this does not invalidate the results or the approach, it does
mean that maximum advantage has not been taken of the traits and techniques peculiar
to PROLOG. Potential improvements are available through including any rules the ex-
perts have generated.
C. CONCEPT VALIDATION
This project was designed to construct a prototype expert system to demonstrate the
feasibility of an expert system in hurricane forecasting. It was not expected that this
prototype would produce more accurate forecasts than are currently available. In this
light, the results are encouraging, and the prototype is a success.
Given the limited experience available at the start of this project (both the PROLOG
language and the theory of expert systems had to be learned), the success achieved in
just nine months by one individual is very encouraging. Considering the limited number
of man-hours expended to get these useful and accurate results from the program, the
results possible by using more man-hours and more expertise could be tremendous.
A skilled expert system engineer would be very useful to reduce wasted effort and
enhance efficient rule generation. Even in the absence of such an engineer, a skilled
meteorologist working with as many typhoon experts as possible could add significantly
to the program's rule base, and thus its accuracy and usefulness.
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In the case of terrain modifications of typhoons, much can yet be gained by includ-
ing the input of experts. When the expert system concept is expanded to other facets
of typhoon behavior, it may not be as easy to gather rules either from published studies
or from experts. It would be useful in the case of the former to have the research done
specifically with an eye towards eventual use of the results in an expert system, which
might ease their translation into PROLOG.
Based on an overall examination of the results of this project, the concept appears
quite valid -- expert systems have the potential to be applied successfully to the problem
of typhoon forecasting. The limited time and expertise brought to bear on the problem
nonetheless were able to achieve useful and reasonable accurate results. Furthermore,
plenty of room for even better results appears available by bringing in more expert
knowledge and experience to enhance the rule base. The avenue of using expert systems
in hurricane forecasting shows great promise and should be explored further.
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APPENDIX A. TURBO PROLOG PRIMER
A. INTRODUCTION
The first version of PROLOG (Programming in Logic) was created in the early
1970's by Alain Colmerauer at the University of Marseilles. PROLOG is increasingly
popular, and is becoming accepted as the standard for small-scale artificial
intelligence/expert system applications. While several versions of PROLOG are avail-
able, they all have similar structure.
The term programming really does not apply to PROLOG products in the conven-
tional sense of FORTR.A.N, BASIC or other languages commonly used in numerical
applications are known as procedural languages. Procedural languages require the pro-
grammer to create the algorithm, or procedure, that is to be followed exactly when the
program is executed. Such a procedure-oriented program will always follow the same
path through the set of instructions until the conclusion is reached. Each calculation
or branch in the program's flow must be explicitly prescribed by the programmer in the
code.
In contrast, PROLOG is a declarative language, and the logic does not require an
exact sequence of steps to be followed to arrive at a conclusion or result. Rather, the
program (the term, though inaccurate, is still used to describe a discrete set of PROLOG
code) consists of a set of facts and a set of rules related to the problem under consider-
ation. In response to a quer\', a PROLOG program accesses only those facts and rules
necessary to determine all possible solutions. No instructions have to be included to
specify how to sort through the facts or rules. The structure of PROLOG allows dif-
ferent paths to be taken if necessary with each program run.
B. PROLOG FACTS
Facts are written in so-called predicate form, and represent objects and their re-
lationships. These objects can be numbers, people, things, words or whatever is needed
for the problem. A typical example of predicate structure is ownsflauren, bicycle)^,
where the predicate "owns" describes the relationship between its two arguments
2 Throughout this appendix, Turbo PROLOG syntax will be observed. Predicates and their
constant arguments will be represented by names beginning in lower case letters, and variable names
will begin with upper case letters.
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"lauren" and "bicycle". PROLOG facts can represent abstract ideas such as ownership,
or more concrete relationships such as weightfbob, 185/ for "Bob weighs 185 lbs,", or
fath€r(jidie, georgej, for "Julie's father is George". Facts can have any number of ob-
jects as their arguments, depending upon what is to be represented. For example, one
method to represent the fact that Johnny's parents are Fred and Sybill is parents(johnny,
fred, sybillJ.
In PROLOG facts, the specifics of the relationships between various objects is never
explicitly defined. It is enough to simply assert that a relationship (e.g. father, owns,
weight) does exist, whatever the form or implications of that relationship might be. The
names given to the objects or the relationships are really irrelevant and (with a few ex-
ceptions noted later) have no intrinsic meanings in PROLOG. The significance of the
objects' names is in their location in a predicate. For instance, /a//2^/-;^ a, bj a.ndfaiher''c,
d) mean that the relationship that is implied by "father" holds for "a" and "b" also ap-
phes for "c" and "d". Although no rule exists that states that the "father" relationship
must imply that one object is the male parent of the other, common convention and
good programming practice dictate that object and predicate names should be chosen
to make the program read as much like standard EngUsh as possible.
To illustrate how a set of facts is used in PROLOG to respond to a quer\', consider
the program in Fig. 22 consisting only of a set of facts about ownership. In Turbo
PROLOG, the "predicates" paragraph consists of statements of all predicates used in the
program with designation of their argument types. The "clauses" paragraph lists the
actual facts and rules (discussed later) that comprise the program.
If the query ?-owns' sally, dog) is input, the PROLOG program will execute a search
the data facts to see if the quer>' can be proven true. Since there is a fact in the fact base
which exactly matches the query, the program outputs TRUE.




2 solutions. This output contains all values for the query variable X found after a
search of the data base that make the query a true statement. In Turbo PROLOG, the
entire data base is searched and all values that satisfy the query are outputted, while









Fig. 22. Example PROLOG program 1.: Simple PROLOG program describing
ownership of several objects from which inferences about ownership can
be made using queries.
The querv- could also be entered without any constants named in the argument hst,
such as ?-owns^X, Y). The result will be all pairs of X and Y that satisfy the query:
X = John, Y = ball
X = Jack, Y = ball
X = John, Y = bike
X = sally. Y = dog
4 solutions.
C. PROLOG RULES AND BACKTRACKING
Logic is the tool that allows generation or inference ofnew facts from the knowledge
base of facts included in the PROLOG program. The rule of logic most often used in
PROLOG is called modus ponens, which simply says that if fact A implies fact B, and
fact A is true, then fact B must be true as well. 'Tf Sue is a mother, and if mothers have
a child, then Sue has a child" is an example of the application of modus ponens.
Modus ponens is incorporated into all PROLOG rule statements included in pro-
grams. A rule corresponding to the statement about Sue could be has_child(sue):-
mother(sue), has_child(mother) , where the symbol ":-" roughly translates as "if, and the
comma means "and". Notice that in PROLOG structure, the conclusion is on the left
side of a rule statement, and the conditions are on the right side.
PROLOG relies on a method called backtracking to reach a conclusion when the
query involves rules. The first step in backtracking is to fmd the rule that has to be true
or false to answer the query. PROLOG then tries to satisfy the conditions of this rule,
which may involve further rules. Eventually, this backw^ard tracking through the layers
of rules will lead to the known facts, which allows an evaluation of the rules back toward
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the original rule. Only when all of the conditions of the original rule applying to the
query are found to be true is the answer TRUE or are the appropriate values of any
query variables printed out. If any of the conditions can not be satisfied, the response
to the query is FALSE.
Consider the program in Fig. 23 (after Clocksin and .Mellish, 1984) as an example
to illustrate the backtracking process. In response to the quer\- ?-uncle Ulaine, Vnclej,
the program will first check the fact base to see if information about Elain's uncle is
known. Not fmding any facts that match the query, the program pointer shifts to the
first rule it can find about uncles in general. In this case, Elaine ( 'A") has an uncle "B"
if she ("A") has parents "X" and "Y", and if "Y" has a brother "B". From the "parents"
data, "Y" is equal to AHce. With this "parents" condition satisfied, the program tries to
satisfy the second condition, which becomes brother (alice, Bj, where "B" is the answer
for "Uncle" desired in the query. From the relative positions of the arguments in the
"brother" condition, "C" becomes "alice", and "D" becomes "Uncle". Because there is
no fact or rule to diWow parents( alice, X, Yj to be satisfied, the "brother" rule fails. This
failure will cause a transfer back to the first "uncle" rule, which thus fails.
The program pointer then moves to the second rule for uncle. Since the first con-
dition can be satisfied just as before, the program moves on to tr}' to satisfy the second
condition, which has become brother' bob, Uncle). Now, a fact exists that satisfies the
first condition in the "brother" rule, so that "X" and "Y" become Bob's parents Fred and
Barbara, respectively. The remaining three "brother" conditions are examined to find
someone else whose parents are Fred and Barbara ("X" and "Y"), who is not the same
as Bob, and who is a male. From the data, it is clear that Joe satisfies all these condi-
tions, so Uncle is set to "joe". With the "brother" rule satisfied, all the conditions for the
"uncle" rule are also satisfied, and the answer printed is
Uncle = joe
1 solution.
Another use of the same program can illustrate the capability in PROLOG to find
all possible solutions to a quer}' involving rules and facts. A question can be phrased
with variables only, as in brother (A. B), which asks the program to find anyone "A" who
has a brother "B". Since none of the facts directly answers the question, the "brother"
rule must be checked. Since no "uncle" information is required, these rules are simply





















parents (jim, bob, alice).
parents (bob, fred, barbara)
.
parents ''joe, fred, barbara)
.
uncle(A, B):- parents(A, X, Y), brother(Y, B).
uncle (A, B):- parents(A, X, Y), brother (X, B).
brother (C, Dj:-
parents''C, X, Y), parents' D. X, Y), nof^C- D), male(D).
Fig. 23. Example PROLOG program 2.: Simple PROLOG program defming a
set of family relationships. Sufiucient facts about specific family members
to make fairly complex inferences about these relationships using queries.
the first set that satisfies the conditions for "brother" are Elaine and Jim. However, all
other possible solutions are sought in Turbo PROLOG, which results in
A = elaine, B = jim
A = bob, B = joe
A = joe, B = bob
3 solutions.
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In PROLOG, the last two solutions are not the same, since they mean that Joe has
a brother named Bob, and Bob has a brother named Joe, and neither implies the other.
The program must be modified if these responses are considered to be redundant.
A distinctive feature of Turbo PROLOG is that it will display all possible solutions
to a query, unless otherwise specified. Other versions of PROLOG require a carriage
return after output of the first response for each additional answer. In all versions of
PROLOG, the quer\' can be input by the user each time the program is run, as in the
above examples, or it can be an integral part of the program, as a "goal" that the pro-
gram tries to satisfy automatically.
Another unique feature of Turbo PROLOG is that variable types must be explicitly
declared, as in FORTRAN. Because the variables from the program above represent
people, not real or integer numbers or character strings, they were declared as "symbols".
Although this requirement can cause confusion in the programming and debugging
stages, especially in a large program with many variables and predicates, it is necessar\'
for the compiler in the Turbo PROLOG package to run efficiently.
Turbo PROLOG has many other significant features, most of which are shared with
other versions of PROLOG. A large set of built-in predicates are provided, including
some mathematical functions such as sin(x), cos(x), tan(x), exp{x), ln(x) and sqrt(x), as
well as the standard mathematical operators and comparisons ( + ,-,*, ', > , < , = , etc.).
Turbo PROLOG also has a unique set of commands that allows for various colored
outputs, as well as graphics and window commands.
This appendix serves as only a brief introduction to the structure and use of PRO-
LOG. It is a flexible but very complex language, and it is ver\' different from the more
familiar numerical languages. Clocksin and Mellish (1984) provide more information
on other aspects of this language, including the powerful tools of PROLOG recursion
and list processing techniques.
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APPENDIX B. TROPICAL CYCLONE CONDITION FORECASTING
PROGRAM
/* •rrrrr H H EEEEE SSSSS III SSSSS QQQQQ */
/* T H H E S I s Q Q */
/,v T HHHHH EEE SSSSS I SSSSS Q Q Q 'V
/,v T H H E S I s XX Q QQ */
/* T H H EEEEE SSSSS III SSSSS XX QQQQQ */
/* THESISQ. PRO */








obs( real , real , real , real , integer , real , real)
forecast( real , real , real , real , integer , real)
seafall(real)
mod_forecast ( real , real , real , real , integer , real , real
)
base_time( real , real, integer)










cpa(real , real, real)
input_forecast
modi fy_forecast
strengthC real, real ^ real, real, real)
pos it ( real , real , real , real , real , real , real , real , real , real , real)
speed( real , real , real , real , real , real)
seg_dist_ts(posit , real)
seg_dist_tc(posit , real)
result( string, real ,real)
condition( string) '^
wind(real)
time_diff( real, real , real, real, real)
radius_to_cubi( real , real , real)
ts(real,posit, real, real)
tc( real, posit, real, real)
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closest_seg(plist ,real , real , real)
dist( real , real, real)




xtrack(real ,real ,real ,real)
menu(real)
ave_strength( real, real ,real)
heading( real , real ,real ,real ,real ,real)
xtrap( real, real, real, real, real ,real)
newt irae( real , real , integer , real , real , integer , real)
path( real , real , real , real
)
path_point(posit ,real)
closest_path(plist ,real , real, real, real)
do_more( real)
append(plist,posit ,plist)










start, instruct, input_obs , menu(O).
clauses
start: -raakewindow( 1 , 7 , 15
,
"Tropical Cyclone Forecaster" ,3,0,22,80)
,
assertz( forecast ( 1,1,1,1,1,1)), assertz(mod_forecast(2,2,2 ,2,2,2,2))
,
assertz( forecast_int(0) ) ,assertz(p(0) ).
instruct:
-
write("This program will ask for tropical cyclone observation "),nl,
write("data. Then, you will be given a choice of several ""),nl,
write("options. These options will generate Conditions of '),nl,
write("Readiness forecasts based on this observation and a "'),nl,
write("forecast/series of forecasts. Terrain modifications '),nl,
write("may be included or not, or the storm can be tracked "),nl,
write( "along a climatological track across the Philippines. "),nl,
write("Single forecast results or iterations can be chosen. "),nl,
write("Upon completion of the run based on one observation, the "),
nl,
write( "highest COR resulting at any step indicates the recommended"),
nl,
^
write("COR appropriate to be set at observation time. "),nl,
write("To continue with this run, hit the space bar and respond "),
nl,
write("to the prompts on the screen."), readchar(_).
/* these facts are from the Jarrell and Englebretson study */











































































































































































































































































































































9.8,117. 9],0. 203,0. 146).
10. 7,116 6],0 480,0. 249)
11. 8 ,115 5],0 081,0. 081)
13.3 ,114 9],0 350,0. 172)
14. 8 ,114 6],0 519,0. 164)
16.3 ,114 9],0 600,0.253)
17.8 ,115 5],0 800,0. 223)
18. 9 ,116 6],1 120,0. 253)
19. 8 ,117 9],0 667,0. 232)
20.2 ,119 5],0. 438,0. 237)
4.8,120. 3], 0.494,0. 265).










7. 1,121. i],o. 314,0. 149).
6. 2,122.^i],o. Z61,0. 136).
14.8,122 8],0. 267,0. 125)
13.4 122 4] 0. 241 ,0. 138)
12.5 121 1] 0. 194 ,0. 109)
12.5 119 5] 0. 269 0. 123)
13.4 118 2] 0. 271 ,0. 143)
14. 8 117. 8] 0. 200 0. 110)
16.2 118 2] 0. 185 0. 102)
17. 1 119. 5] 0. 400 0. 152)
18. 2 121. 1] 0. 313 0. 156)
17.5 122. 5] 0. 330 0. 132)
16.3 123. 5] 0. 277 0. 120)
14.8 123. 9] 0. 161 0. 067)
13. 3 123. 5] 0. 253 0. 103)
12. 1 122 5] 0. 192 0. 091)
11.4 121. 1] 0. 076 0.076)
11.4 119 5] 0. 200 0. 142)
12. 1 118. 1] 0. 165 0.091)
13. 3 117 1] 0. 152 0. 109)
14. 8 116. 7] 0. 165 0. 100)
16.3 117 1] 0. 242 0.068)
17.5 118 1] 0. 359 0. 124)
18.2 119 5] 0. 301 0. 178)
19.2 121 1] 0. 341 0. 148)
18. 7 122 6] 0. 413 0. 116)
17. 7 123 8] 0. 275 0. 080)
16.3 124 7] 0. 198 0.075)
14.8 124 9] 0. 169 0. 073)
13. 3 124 7] 0. 210 0.056)
11.9 123 8] 0. 175 0.084)
10.9 122 6] 0. 200 0. 177)
10.4 ,121. 1] 0. 154 0. 137)
10.4 ,119 5] 0. 250 0. 173)
10.9 ,118 0] 0. 157 ,0. 113)












































































































































































/* the input_obs predicate serves as the input point for */
/* the storm observation data. */
input_obs: - write( "Current observed storm latitude - "), readreal(Olat)
,
write( "Current observed storm longitude - "), readreal(Olong)
,
write( "Observation time - "), readreal(Otime)
,




write( "Observation year - '), readint(Oyear)
,
assertz(base_timer(Otime,Oday ,Oyear) ) ,
write("Current max surface winds."), readreal(Oint)
,
write("lnput current average storm SOA. "), readreal(Ospeed)
,
write("lnput current maximum gusts at Cubi. ") , readreal(Ogust)
,
write(" Input current TS or Typhoon condition
') ,nl,
write(" (e.g. TS cond 3, none). ") ,readln(ocond)
,














"Forecast storm latitude - "), readreal (Flat),
"Forecast storm longitude - "), readreal(Flong)
"Forecast time - "), readreal(Ftime)
,
"Forecast Julian day - "), readreal(Fday)
,
"Forecast year - ") ,readint(Fyear)
,
"Forecast max surface winds - "), readreal(Fint)
,
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time_dif f(Ftime,Fday jVtitne jVday ,Time_dif f )
,








write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 1) Determine condition based on your forecast ,") ,nl
,
write(" 2) Let program modify forecast and pick condition,") ,nl
,
write(" 6) Extrapolate observation along closest statistically "),nl,
write(" preferred path across the Philippines ,") ,nl,
write(" 7) Extrapolate observation along a user chosen preferred") ,nl,
write(" pc-th, ') ,nl









write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 1) Determine condition based on your forecast ,") ,nl
write(" 2) Let program modify your forecast and pick condition,") ,nl
,
write(" 3) Replace observation with last forecast and observed") ,nl
,
write(" speed, and input a later forecast ,") ,nl,







write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 2) Let program modify forecast and pick condition,") ,nl
write(" 4) Replace observation with modified forecast and"),nl,
write(" input a later forecast to be modified, ") ,nl,
write(" 5) Generate a persistance plus modification track "),nl,
write(" with no further forecast input, "),nl,







write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 3) Replace observation with your forecast and observed") ,nl,
write(" speed, and input a later forecast ,") ,nl,










write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 4) Replace observation with modified forecast and"),nl,
write(" input a later forecast to be modified, "),nl,










write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 5) Generate a persistance plus modification track "),nl,
write(" with no further forecast input, "),nl,








write("Will you want to:"),nl,
write(" 8) Continue the extrapolation along a preferred path, "),nl,








ret ract (mod_forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_,_) )
,
ret ract ( forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_) )
,






store([C,D, A, B,F], Condition)
,
write("Based on your forecast for ",C," hours on day ",D,","),nl,
write( "recommend setting ", Condition) ,nl,
write("(Press any key to continue.)"), readchar(_).
do(2):-
input_forecast




mod_forecast ( Lat , Long , TT , DD ,_ , Int ens ity , Speed)
,
forecast ( A, B,_,_,_,C) , obs (_,_,_,_,_,_, D)
,
writefC "Modified latitude is %6. 2N vice %6. 2N. " ,Lat ,A) ,nl,
writef( "Modified longitude is %6. 2E vice %6. 2E. ",Long,B) ,nl,
writefC "Modified intensity is %6. 2kts vice %6. 2kts. ", Intensity, C) ,nl,
writefC "Modified speed is %5. 2kts vice %5. 2kts. ", Speed, D) ,nl,
condition(Condition)
s tor e( [TT , DD , Lat , Long , Intens ity] , Condition)
,
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write("at ",TT," hours on day " ,DD,". ") ,nl
,
write("Based on this modified forecast position,") ,nl
,
write( "recommend setting ", Condition) ,nl
,
write("(Press any key to continue.)")? readchar(_).
do(3): -
r et r act ( mod_forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_,_) )
,
forecast(A,B,C,D,E,F) , obs(_,_,_,_,_,_,S)
assertz(obs(A,B,C,D,E,F,S) ) , retract(obs (_,_,_, _,_,_,_))
,
assertz(obs_time(C,D) ) , retract(obs_time(_,_) )
,
write("Your last forecast was - "),nl,
writef(" Latitude - %6. 2", A), nl,
writefC" Longitude - %6.2", B), nl,
writef(" Intensity - %6. 2", F) , nl,













write( 'Based on your forecast for ",T," hours on day ",U),nl,
write( "recommend setting ", Condition) ,nl,
write("(Press any key to continue.)")* readchar(_).
do(4): -




assertz(obs(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)) , ret ract ( obs (_,_,_,_,_,_,_) )
,
assertz(obs_time(C,I)) ) , ret ract ( obs_t ime( _,_) ) ,
ret ract (raod_forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_,_) )
input_forecast , modify_forecast
,




writefC "Modified latitude is %6. 2N vice %6. 2N" ,Lat ,W) ,nl
,
writef( "Modified longitude is %6. 2E vice %6. 2E" ,Long,X) ,nl
,
writef( "Modified intensity is %5. Ikts vice %5. Ikts" , Intensity ,Y) ,nl,
writef("Modified speed is %4. Ikts vice %4. Ikts" , Speed, G) ,nl
,
condition( Condition)
store([TT,DD,Lat, Long, Intensity], Condition)
,
write("at ",TT," hours on day " ,DD,". ") ,nl
,
write("Based on this modified forecast position,") ,nl
,
write( "recommend setting ", Condition) ,nl
,








range(01at ,0 long, Mlat,M long, Dist)
,
heading(01at ,0 long, Ml at ,M long, Dist, Angle)
writefC "Heading is /o3. degrees,", Angle), nl,
writefC "Distance is %5. 1 n. m. . " , Dist),nl,




newt ime C Mt ime , Mday , Myear , Nt ime , Nday , Nyear , D)
as s ertzC obs CMlat,M long, Mtime,Mday,Myear, Mint, Mspeed))
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retract (obs (_,_,_,_,_,_,_)),
r et ract ( mod_forecast (_,_,_,_,_,_,_))
,




mod_forecast(Lat , Long, _,_,_, Intensity , Speed)
,
writefC'Modified latitude is %6. 2N" ,Lat) ,nl,
writef( "Modified longitude is %6. 2E" ,Long) ,nl,
writef( "Modified intensity is %6. 2kts" , Intensity) ,nl,




store(rNtime,Nday,Lat, Long, Intensity], Condition)
,
write( 'at ",Ntirae," hours on day " ,Nday,". ") ,nl,
write("Based on this modified persistence position,") ,nl,
write( "recommend ", Condition) ,nl
,










writef("The distance to path ?a. is %5. 1. " ,Path,D) ,nl ,nl,
write("lnput extrapolation time step in hours (e.g. 6)."),
readreal(Dif f ) ,nl,






write("lnput desired path, from l(North) to 5(South). "),
readreal(Path)
,
assertz(p(Path) ) , retract(p(_) )
path(Path,_,Plat,01ong)
,
range(01at ,0 long, Plat ,0 long, D)
,
writef("The distance to path %1. is %5. 1. ",Path,D) ,nl,
write("lnput extrapolation time step in hours (e.g. 6)."),
readreal(Diff ) ,nl,










write("Time Day Lat Long Int Gust Resulting Condition") ,nl,
write_output(Plist ,Glist ,Clist)


































Dist = Diff * Ospeed,
xtrap( Plat, 01ong,Theta,Dist, Flat, Flong)
,
D = Diff ^'^ 100,
newt ime( Ot ime, Oday , Oyear , Ft ime,Fday,Fyear, D)
,






ret ract ( mod_forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_,_) )
,





r et ract (mod_forecast (_,_,_, _,_,_,_))
writef("Modified latitude is %6. 2N ,Lat) ,nl
writef("Modified longitude is %6. 2E" ,Mlong) ,nl,
writef("Modified intensity is %6. 2kts" ,Mint) ,nl
,
writef("Modified speed is %5. 2kts" ,Mspeed) ,nl,
condition( Condition)
,
store(rFtime,Fday ,Lat ,Mlong, Mint], Condition)
,
write( 'at ",Ftime, " hours on day " ,Fday ,". ") ,nl
,
write("Based on this extrapolated position,") ,nl,
write( "recommend ", Condition) ,nl
,






store_output ( "n" )
.
store_output("y"): -
write( 'input storm identification."), readln( Storm)
,









write("Time Day Lat Long Int Gust Resulting Condition") ,nl
,





write_output ( [] ,[],[]).
write_output ( [A | B] , [C | D] , [E | F]) : -
write_list(A,C) ,write(E) ,nl,write_output(B,D,F).
write_list([U,V,W,X,Y],Z): -









cond_list(Clist) , append(Clist ,F,Dlist)
,
assertz(cond_list(Dlist) ) ,retract(cond_list(_) ).
/* Path defines the statistically preferred paths defined in Sikora. */









Lat = -0. 40*Long + 66. 8.
- Lat = -0. 30*Long + 52. 7.







-0. 05*Long + 18. 8
Lat = -0. 44*Long + 67. 1
Lat = -0. 09*Long + 23.
Lat = -0. 29*Long + 47. 7
Lat = -0. 05*Long + 15. 4
Lat = -0. 14*Long + 26. 9
/* Closest_path finds the preferred path closest to the given observation */
/* by sorting the list of path positions corresponding to the obs long */
/''' as created using the path_point rule. */
path_point(A,Long): - path(B ,_,C,Long) , A=[B,C,Long].
closest_path([[Path,Lat , Long]
I
[]], Path, Range, OlatjOlong): -
range(01at jOlong, Lat , Long, Range),
closest_path( [[Path , Lat , Long] | L] , Path , Range , Olat , Olong) : -





closest_path( [[_, Lat , Long] | L],Lpath,Lrange, Olat, Olong): -
range( 1 at , Olong, Lat , Long, Range)
closest_path( L , Lpath , Lrange , Olat , Olong)
,
not ( Range<Lrange )
.
/* Heading calculates the bearing from one position to another given */
/* the distance, based on great circle. */
heading(Lata,Longa,Latb,Longa,_,0. 0): - Lata<Latb,!
.
heading(Lata,Longa,Latb,Longa,_, 180. 0): - Lata>Latb,!.
heading(Lata,Longa,Lata,Longb,_,90. 0): - Longa<Longb,! .
heading(Lata,Longa, Lata, Longb,_, 270. 0): - Longa>Longb , ! .
heading(Lata, Longa,Latb,Longb,Dist, Angle): - C = 0.0174533,





V = 1.0 - X^'^X, Rv = sqrt(V),
Angle = (1.0/C)*( 1.5708 - arctan(X/Rv)).
heading(Lata, Longa,Latb,Longb,Dist, Angle): - C = 0.0174533,




V = 1.0 - X*X, Rv = sqrt(V),
Angle = 360.0 - ( 1. 0/C)*( 1. 5708 - arctan(X/Rv)).
xtrap(Lat, Long, Course, Dist,Latb,Longb): - C = 0.0174533,
Latb = Lat + (Dist*cos(Course*C))/60. 0,
Longb = Long + (Dist*sin(Course*C)*cos(Lat*C))/60. 0.
/* Newtime adds a time interval in 100 's of hours to a given time */
newt ime( Ot ime , Oday , Oyear , Nt irae , Oday , Oyear , Dif f ) : -
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Ntime=Otime+Diff , Ntime <2400,!.
newtime(Otime,Oday jOyear ,Ntirae,Nday ,Oyear ,Dif f ):
-
Ntime=0time+Diff-2400, Nday=0day+1, Nday<=365,!.
newtime(Otime,Oday ,0year , Ntime, Nday,Oyear,Diff ): -
Ntime=0time+Diff-2400, Nday=0day+1, Nday=366,
Oyear mod 4=0, Oyear mod 100<>0,!.
newt ime( Ot ime , Oday , Oyear , Nt irae , Nday , Nyear , Dif f ) :
Oyear mod 4=0, Oyear mod 100<>0, Day = Oday - 366,
Nyear = Oyear+1, newtime(Otime, Day, Nyear, Ntime, Nday , Nyear , Dif f).
newt ime( Ot ime , Oday , Oyear , Nt ime , Nday , Nyear , Dif f ) : -
Day = Oday-365, Nyear=0year+1
,
newt ime( Ot ime , Day , Nyear , Nt ime , Nday , Nyear , Dif f)
.
/* Time, day and year of the observation are used to */
/* calculate the time difference between observation */
/* and forecast. Program is based on winds at forecast */
/* time at Cubi Pt. */
/* condition and result predicates form the steps that */
/* derive the expected condition code at Cubi based on */







mod_forecast(_,_, Ft ime, Fday ,_,_,_)
,
time_dif f( Ft irae, Fday, Time, Day ,Tirae_diff)
,













result("tropical storm condition 2" ,Gust ,Time_dif f ):
Gust>=35,Time_diff<=24,!
result("tropical storm condition 3" ,Gust ,Time_dif f ):
Gust>=35,Time_diff<=48,!
result( "condition 4 (winds)" , Gust ,_): -Gust<35.
resultC "condition 4 ( time)" ,_,Time_dif f ): -Time_dif f>=48.
/* wind predicates calculate the expected maximum gust */
/* speeds based on the max storm winds and the study */
/* data from Jarrell and Englebretson. '''/
wind(0. 0): -mod_forecast(Lat, Long, Time, Day ,_,_,_)
,
radius_to_cubi(Lat , Long, Radius) ,Radius>360,
write( "storm is outside study area at ",Time," on day ",Day),nl.
wind(Gust): -mod_forecast(_, _,_,_,_, Intensity ,_)
,
Intens ity<64,ts_factor(Factor) ,Gust=Intensity*Factor.
wind(Gust): -mod_forecast(_, _,_,_,_, Intensity ,_)
Int ens ity>=64,tc_factor(Factor) ,Gust=Intensity*Factor.
/* ts_factor and tc_factor work to find the data fact */
/* for the closest segment in the study area to the */
/* forecast storm position, and get the max gust */
/* multiplying factor from that fact. The findall */
/* predicates form a list of all segment centers within */
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/* a distance defined by the seg_dist rule to the storm. */
/* Then the closest_seg rules sort through this list to */
/'"= find the one segment center closest to the storm. */
/* This segment number is printed out for information. */
ts_factor(Factor): -f indall(A,seg_dist_ts( A,_) ,L)
,
closest_seg(L,Clat ,Clong,_) ,ts(_,[Clat ,Clong],Sus_niax,_)
Factor=l. 5'''''Sus_max.
tc_factor(Factor): -findall(A,seg_dist_tc(A,_) ,L)







closest_seg([[Clat jClong] | L],Alat, Along, Adist): -dist(Clat,Clong,Dist)
,
closest_seg(L,Alat jAlongjAdist) ,not(Dist<Adist).
seg_dist_ts([Lat ,Long],Dist): -ts(_,[Lat ,Long],_,_)
,
dist(Lat,Long,Dist) ,Dist<80.
seg_dist_tc([Lat ,Long],Dist): -tc(_,[Lat ,Long] ,_,_) ,
dist(Lat,Long,Dist) ,Dist<80.
/* dist calculates the distance from the forecast */
/''^ position to any other lat/long, using the range rule.*/
dist(Clat ,Clong,D): -mod_forecast(Lat, Long,
_,_,_,_,_) ,range(Clat ,C long, Lat, Long,
D).
/* radius_to_cubi finds the distance from a lat/long to Cubi Pt. */
radius_to_cubi(Lat ,Long,D): -range( Lat , Long, 14. 8, 120. 3,D).
/''< range does the mathematics of great circle distance finding. */
range ( C 1 at , C long , C lat , C long , )
.
range(Clat,Clong, Lat, Long, D): -C=0. 0174532,
X=sin(Lat''<-C)''^sin(Clat-''fC)+cos(Lat*C)''^cos(Clat*C)'^cos((Clong-Long)*C),
V=l. 0-(X''^X) ,Rv=sqrt(V) ,D=(60/C)*( 1. 5708-arctan(X/Rv) ).
/* Time, day and year of the observation are used to */
/* calculate the time difference between observation */
/''< and forecast. Program is based on winds at forecast ''f/
/* time at Cubi Pt. */
/* time_diff calculates the time difference in hours between */
/•'f any two Julian days and times, with corrections for leap year.*/
time_diff(Time2,Day2,Timel,Dayl,Diff): -Day2-Dayl>=0,
Diff=24*(Day2-Dayl)+(Time2-Timel)/100.
tirae_diff(Time2,Day2, Time 1, Day l,Diff): -Day2-Dayl<0,
base_time(_,_,Vyear)
,





/* CPA calculates time to CPA, assuming westward storm travel. */
cpa(01at,01ong,0speed): - 01at>=14.5, 01ong>=120. 3,
range(01at,01ong,01at,120. 3,D), Seafall = D/Ospeed,
assertz(seafall(Seafall))
,
writefC "Estimate %5. 2 hours until storm enters South China Sea.",
Seafall) ,nl.
cpa(01at,01ong,_): -01at>=14. 5, 01ong<120. 3,
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write("How many hours since storm crossed into the South China Sea?"),nl,
write("(negative if unknown)"), readreal(Q)
,
Q>=0. 0, NQ=-Q,
assertz(seafall(NQ) ) , nl, !.
cpa(01at,01ong,0speed): - 01at>=14. 5, 01ong<120.3,
range(01at,01ong,01at,120. 3,D) , Seafall=-D/Ospeed,
assertz(seafall(Seafall)), X=-Seafall,
writef ("Estimate %5. 2 hours since storm entered the South China Sea."
,
X), nl.
cpa(01at,01ong,0speed): - 01at<14. 5, 01ong>=122. 0,
range(01at,01ong,01at,122. 0,D) , Seafall=D/Ospeed,
assertz(seafall(Seafall) )
,
writef("Estimate /iS. 2 hours until storm enters Sulu Sea. ",Seafall) , nl.
cpa(01at,01ong,_): - 01at<14. 5, 01ong<122.0,
write("How many hours since storm entered the Sulu Sea?"),
write("(negative if unknown)"), readreal(Q),
Q>=0.0, NQ=-Q, assertz(seafall(NQ)) ,nl, !.
cpa(01at,01ong,0speed): - 01at<14. 5, 01ong<122. 0,
range(01at ,01ong,01at,122. 0,D) , Seafall=-D/Ospeed,
assertz(seafall(Seafall)), X=-Seafall,
writef ( "Estimate %5. 2 hours since storm entered the Sulu Sea.",
X), nl.
/* modify_forecast is the instruction that controls the creation */
/* of the mod_forecast fact. A new intensity is calculated based */
/* on the observed intensity and the time to CPA at Cubi, as */
/* calculated in Brand and Blelloch study. */
/* A modified forecast position is calculated based on the change */
/* in storm speed as estimated using Sikora, and */
/* converting this to a moodified position, assuming the same */
/* heading. Then, a north/south correction is added due to the
''V












ave_strength(Seafall , Olat, Oint),
strength( Intensity , Oint ,Diff, Seafall , Olat)
,




Int = Seafall - Diff, /* interval from forecast posit to 120. 3E */
xtrack(Mlat,Lat ,Int,Diff)
assertz(mod_forecast(Mlat , Long, Ftime,Fday,Fyear, Intensity, Speed) )
,
retract(seafall(_)).
ave_strength(Seafall, Olat, Oint): - 01at>l4. 5, Oint>80,Seafall<8. 2,
write("Was the ave. storm intensity for 24 hours before ",
"hitting land >= 80 kts?"), nl, write(" (y, n, or u) "),
readln(Ans) , assertz(response(Ans)).
ave_strength(Seafall, Olat, Oint): -01at>14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall<9. 1,
write("Was the ave. storm intensity for 24 hours before ",
"hitting land >= 80 kts?"), nl, write(" (y, n, or u) "),
readln( Ans) , assertz( response( Ans) ).
ave_strength(Seafall, Olat, Oint): -01at<14. 5, Oint>80, Seafall<26. 4,
write("Was the ave. storm intensity for 24 hours before ",
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"hitting land >= 80 kts?"), nl, write(" (y, n, or u) "),
readln(Ans) , assertz(response( Ans) ).
ave_strength(Seafall,01at,0int): -01at<14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall<18. 4,
write( Was the ave. storm intensity for 24 hours before ",
"hitting land >= 80 kts?"), nl, write(" (y, n, or u) "),
readln( Ans) , assertz( response( Ans) ).
ave_strength(_): - assertz(response("u")).
/* posit uses the modified speed from B and B to generate a new */
/* lat/long. Correction for land-induced forecast error N/S is */
/* accounted for in xtrack. */
posit(Lat , Long, Speed, OintjDiff, Seafall, Flat jFlong J OlatjOlongjOspeed): -
speed( Factor, Oint,Diff,Seafal 1,0 latjOspeed)
,
Lat = Olat + Factor*(Flat - Olat),
Long = Olong + Factor*(Flong - Olong)
,
Speed = Ospeed * Factor.
/* speed calculates the ratio of terrain corrected SOA to observed */
/* storm speed for use in the posit rule. Data is from the curves */
/* presented in SIKORA!
!
*/
/* First 10 rules are for a northern transit, above 14. 5N */
speed( Factor, Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat,
_)
Factor = 1. - 0. 0084''-Dif f , !.
speed( Factor, Oint,Diff,Seafall ,01at ,_)
Factor = 1. - 0. 00313'^Diff , !.
speed( Factor, Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat,
_)
Factor =1.0 + 0. 2173''fDif f , !.
speed(Factor ,Oint,Diff ,Seafall, Olat ,_)
response( Ans) , rot( Ans="y")
,
Factor = 1. - C. 00738''-Dif f
.
speed(Factor,0int,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall<-16,
response(Ans) , not(Ans="y")
,
Factor = 1. 0, ! .
speed(Factor,_,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14. 5, Seafall>=45,
Factor = 1. 0, ! .
speed(Factor,_,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14.5, Seafall>=27,
Factor = 1. - 0. 00608''-Diff , !.
speed(Factor,_,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14. 5, Seafall>=8. 2,
Factor =1.0 + 0. 00902*Dif f , !.
speed(Factor,_,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14. 5, Seafall>=0,
Factor = 1. 0.
speed(Factor,_,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at>=14. 5, Seafall<0,
Factor = 1. - 0. 00996'''Dif f
/*these 14 rules are for a southern transit, below 14. 5N */
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat, Ospeed): - 01at<14, 5, Oint<80,
Ospeed<ll, Seafall>=49,
Factor = 1. - 0. 01622*Dif f , !.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat, Ospeed): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80,
Ospeed<ll, Seafall>=20. 9
,
Factor =1.0 + 0. 02121*Dif f , !.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat, Ospeed): - 01at<14. 5, 0int<80,
Ospeed<ll, Seafall>=8. 2,
Factor = 1. - 0. 00706*Dif f , !.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff,Seafall, Olat, Ospeed): - 01at<14. 5, 0int<80,
Ospeed<ll, Seafall>=-8, response(Ans) , not(Ans="y")
,
Factor = 1. - 0. 00706*Dif f , !.
01at>=14.5, Oint<80, Seafall>=40,
01at>=14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall>=18,
01at>=14. 5, 0int<80, Seafall>=8. 2,
01at>=14.5, Oint<80, Seafall>=-16,
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speed( Factor, Oint,Diff,Seafall, 01at,0speed): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80,
Ospeed<ll, Seafall<-8, response(Ans) , not( Ans="y")
>
Factor =1.0 + 0. 00962*Dif f
.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14. 5, 0int<80,
Seafall>=45,
Factor =1.0 + 0. 00972'"'Diff , !.
speed(Factor,0int,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80,
Seafall>=27,
Factor = 1. 0.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14. 5, 0int<80,
Seafall>=18,
Factor =1.0 + 0. 01126*Dif f , !.
speed(Factor,0int,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80,
Seafall>=8. 2,
Factor = 1. 0, ! .
speed(Factor,0int,_,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14.5, Oint<80,
Seafall>=-3, response(Ans) , not(Ans="y")
>
Factor = 1. 0.
speed(Factor,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at,_): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80,
Seafall<-3, response( Ans) , not( Ans="y")
>
Factor = 1. - 0. 00730''^Dif f.
speed(Factor,_,Dif f ,Seafall,01at ,_);
Factor = 1. - 0. 00970''^Dif f , !.
speed(Factor ,_,Dif f ,Seafall,01at ,_):
Factor =1.0 + 0. 00675''fDif f.
speed( Factor, _,Diff,Seafall ,01at ,_);




/* strength calculates terrain modified intensity based on the */
/* observed intensity iaw SIKORA!
!
*/
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14. 5,Oint<80, Seafall>=8. 2,
Int = Oint'Kl.O + 0. 0170''^Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14. 5,0int<80, Seafall>=0. 0,
response(Ans) , not( Ans="y")
»
Int = Oint'Kl.O - 0. 02121*Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14. 5,0int<80, Seafall<0. 0,
response(Ans) , not( Ans="y")
,
Int = Oint'^l-O + 0. 00731^''Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14.5, Seafall>=26,
Int = Oint^^Cl.O + 0. 01151^'Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,0int,_,Seafall,01at):
- 01at>=14. 5, Seafall>=9,
Int = Oint, !
.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14. 5, Seafall>=0,
Int = Oint*(1.0 - 0. 03933^'Dif f ).
strength(Int,0int,_,Seafall,01at): - 01at>=14.5, Seafall<0,
Int = Oint.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall>=20. 9,
Int = Oint*(1.0 + 0. 01964*Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14. 5, Oint<80, Seafall>=8. 2,
Int = Oinf-Cl.O - 0. 00844-'fDif f ) , !.




Int = Oint*(1.0 - 0. 00844*Dif f ) , !.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14.5, Oint<80, Seafall<0,
response(Ans)
, not(Ans="y")
Int = Oint"(1.0 + 0. 00818'-Dif f ) , !.
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strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14.5, Seafall>=38,
Int = Oint*(l,0 + 0. OieSS'^^Diff ) , !.
strength(Int,0int,_,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14. 5, Seafall>=20,
Int = Oint.
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14.5, Seafall>=-3,
Int = Oint'Hl.O - 0. 0219''^Dif f ).
strength(Int,Oint,Diff ,Seafall,01at): - 01at<14. 5, Seafall<-3,
Int = Oint'Hl.O + 0. 0035*Dif f ).
/* xtrack adds in the N/S correction over and west of the islands */
/* as noted in B and B. Correction is added onto the position */
/* after it is modified for the new speed along the forecast line */
/* of advance (in 'position'). */
/* Formula used to get average correction per forecast based on B&B*/
/* is: */
/* [(correction/transit)*(hours/forecast)] / [hours/trans it] */
xtrack(Mlat,Lat,Int,Diff): -
lnt>0, Int<=13, Diff<=13,




Mlat = Lat + 18. 3/60.
xtrack(Mlat ,Lat,Int,Dif f ): - /* This clause covers when the forecast */
lnt<=0, Int>24, Diff<=24, /* interval skips over the 0-13 hour */
Int + Diff>13, /* region (land) entirely. */
Mlat = Lat - ( 14. 4/60. 0)*Dif f/24 + 18.3/60,!.
xtrack(Mlat,Lat,Int,Diff):
lnt<=0, Int>-24, Diff<=24,
Mlat = Lat - ( 14. 1/60. 0)'"^Diff/24.
xtrack(Mlat,Lat,Int,Diff): -
lnt<=0, Int>24,Diff>24,
Mlat = Lat - 14. 1/60.
xtrack(Lat , Lat ,_,_).
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